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, .. , · In· the Henry IV •plays Shakespeare depicts hi_s greatest · ·.,. _· . - ' 
-- •· --·---~ "·" ,---·--·----~- ,.... ·--- .... --···-,·······-···----·--·-·····-··--·-··-···"'-"••"··~·-···------·---·· ··- ' ........ - • ' '1'- . - ' '., 
~: 
., - ' 1'· 
.· .. .., 
comic cliaracter, 
I .: -~-\'-
. · figure -;·combining 
Sir John Falstaff. Fals·taf f i~_a cpmplex 
characteristics, and func·tions o·f· several· 





. ;- ___ ·._._. 
and classical drama. _ Tb.e purpose of this stud¥ is to ___ ·· _______ 1__, -~·· -····---···---·-. 
con1pa.re these characters with Falstaff in·· -order to determine 
how closely they resemble him. 
/ 
~ 
dlose· examination of the numerous literary·and real 
\ . 
' / 
. · 1-1re cha-racte:rs that have been suggested as· prototypes· of 
. Falstaff reveals ·that many of· them bear. resemblances to~,~ 





~ / The prototypes tl1at seem authentic are: ·sir John_ Oldcast+e, /. 
the noble and Lollard of I1i~tory and leg,end; the miles 
\ , 
\ 
. . ~;) . , 
glorio~u;s, and the parasite of classiccll tradition; the army 
\ . ~ " . 
capt.i.in of El.1.zibethi:ln ~Ilgi3.nd; the .V~ce of the mora~ity 
·'1'-, 
plays; ,and t~e fool of social and literary trad-i tion. The 
similarities b~t"~een each of these figures and Falstaf-f· -,·,--·· 
< 
./w;ill be e~am.ined separp.tely in., this s·tu.dy. 
' . . . ·_ ..... ',' . . . -
-
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. • y 
~ir John F~lstaff · of The l\1e.r--.ry \Vives <?.( v-vindsor, .is . -~-·---------- .. ,-
. ~ - -- .... --·. . .. - . - . . ... . . . .· . \ -~---. ··-
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• Although Falstaff shows his 
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Chapter I -· 
. . . 
- • I 












-~. promises the audience, ''If you be not· too much cloyed with 
fat meat, our humble author \,rill contiiit1e the story, [of 
the reign of Henry 1J with Sir John in. it, .,.,. .• '' The dancer 




... . J· 
i11 history an~ legend as Sir John Oldcastle., ''for Oldcastle. 
died a martyr, and this is not, the-Inan." This statement 
in9,icates thatt members of Shakespeare's _audience identified 
Falstaff ~ii th the early -fifteenth centtiry ·Lollard, Oldcastle, 
and thai Shakespeare preferred them not to ch~rge him with 
f;_.,fA• 
intent to establish tl1e unfavorable identif ication. 1 
Elsewhere i·n the plays th.ere is evidence that F·alstaff. 
,-
was originally called Oldcas-tle ... In l ~<;P.,rI !! Hal puns 
on the name of Sir John Oldcastle \\Then he addresses Falstaff 




-quarto· of .e_ Henrx _. IV the · speech· pref ix at· I. ii~ 115 · rec1.ds : .. 
{ 
. ' 
.. · "Old.·,'' indicating sonre earlier coni:i'ection between Falstaff 
. and 0·1dcastle. · r) ti 






-··-' --'--~·- - - .. . . . - ' ":;--: .. . - . - - ~ ..... • ;~' ~; • 
·---~Our --consideration of tne .Eliz.abethans-t:" acquainta-n-CJ~e-. ----__ .. ~~--
. -- . 
----- ·-- -- -
-•--- ·--~-------- z ___ - ---- -----
-w·i th -the legend. of Olacastle-·~anci---~_Shak-,ispe_are 's use~ of . the 
. . 
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. . . ·.'1 
\' -- . . . - . I 
· · was execu\.ed. ·Tht: ~nt~ue . stories· shaped t~~ legelld of· ; · .. · i 
. . \\ . . • .. _ . . . . . . ·. . ~ , . 
. \ . . . ·': 
~·01dcastle, \,the immoral!. old glutton who shared fun ar;i~ folly . 
\ rt, . . ....,,.. 
with the royal bei·r and ~1ayward yot1th,. Prince Iial. 
. . . 
.. 
. _, __ . - ·. .. . ... 
. ·~ ' 
,: 
man· o_f military r~putation, weal th, and important s6-cial 
-·~- rank. He p<:_rformed military serviCe for the Cro:wn in Wal~,. 
· and adjoining. counties of England. Walsin.gham, the chron-
q/!:· 
icler, writes that he was~. ''dear an~ acc;~ptable to tl1e king 
". 
for his ~$sty ,and worth.n3 In 1409 Oldcas!le married 
the granddaughter and heiress of the Wea'ithy and, pO~er~ul 




The marriage provided him a title and -estates. 4 ·· · 
;-~-'--·'·-·- 6' • .,.,: .·, --·••' • :"L... ' • .· • ... • .• ,;..:_., ,~--'-~-- • :,::;, •-- ., . ..c.,s· •• =~,- .. 
Oldcastle continued his worthy military service~-h,e 
i"' 
su·pported the Duke of Burgundy in French \v-ars--uht·il· his 
-·· . 
fo~1:unes changed shortly after Henry IV died. 5 The: first 
great fervor of. Loi1ardry that had been characteristic of 
reformers who followed Wycllffe began to subside during 
Bolingbrolte • s ;eign. Many dissenters against~- the -Church 
\'-were no better tµan the bypocr;t tical and licentious clerics 




. ' .. ••-~--------·•-•- . a·-·--·----~-
,a~d decried the decaying Lollard cause. Oldcastle was an 
ardent.- G-u-tspGk-e-Ji Lolla-rd of such _.zeal that -he became a 
principal enemy of ·the clergy. In the first year of the 
t~ ~-..... 
reign of Henry Y ,_ the A_~chbishop of .. Canterbury began.· 
'. 
; . .r 
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:-~------~----. ·-.~------··ecCieSiaStical authO:City: .. The kIIlg Utged the ·archbjinop ······· _ _:_-·.-~ ·-.~-·.--- ,_· . 
. ' . ' / 
._,, ~ .,r\ 
to.give him time to persuade Oldcastle to abandon his 
.... ( position outside the Church. :01dcastle, however, was 
·adan1ant in his ~Rpositi!)n, and the .king permitted a cita-
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----------- ...... ·---··--------------------~------. - -
·-- ---- ---- -
,d" . . . 
· - Oldcastle was apprehended and subjected· t_o a -long and· 
·- .. -·' I 
v'igorous. examination~ Ile boldly defended himself. arid 
refused to y·ield to the ecclesiastical judges, although· 
. ,= 
they promised him freedom and absolution. He blatantly' 
.denounced the ab$olution offered through the Church,- but 
~ . . 
· openly admitted that he hoped to be pardoned by God for 
the sins of his you_th~ .. H·e publ.icly ad111i tted that he had 




was used later by churchmen to substantiate.the many stories 
of wickedness that they iold about their enemy. 7 · 
-
After the trial, Oldcastle was confined in the Tower. 
~ ~ 
A few,weeks later, he escaped and ren1ained a fugitive for· 
. ' five years. Soon after he escaped, a tumultuous assemblage 
. 'of men gc1:th'ered from a11'Pa.rts of England, apparently to 
rebel agai11st the· Cro\m. The ·re.neg~.de Oldcastle was alleg~d 'i-
to hav·e- insti_gated rebel:lion to overthro\,.r Henry V and make-· f' 
Later historians discount the all~g'ation,. · 




. ~-:.c:~ -'. .. • i-. - •• 
•. (f. 
Oldcastle was declare4 ·a public enemy with a price on his 
















~ -. . 
' ' ,_ 
_j ... 
, . 
. •,e • 
' ' ' 
~- r. 
f 
. In 1417 a Welsh commander, Lord Powis, bet~ayed Old-. . 
' . . 
' 
___ . -·~--·-·-~ ..,..-.. -~~~tl~. _ Back in Londo1:1, he was .trie_ci_ :.im1 4~-~lar~g ~ .. Aeret;c;_, ----~~~___,-----~---.... 
.. . 
! 







and a traitor to· the king and realm. 01;1 Decen1ber _25, _1417, 
'. ' 
. ' he was drawn. through the st\re.e"ts of London to th'e ·new 
'Ii; -
gallo~s in Saint Giles aild there hanged and btlriied td death. 10 
_ _ ______________ It wa_s ___ easy. f_Q_J:' _____ .. chw:ch..me-11-- t.o sp-r.ead---spu-~-ious- --ta-1-e--s---·----L----- ------
...:.'.~..:_-_,:z,."' 
ab<?ut Oldcastle · immediately a·f:t·er he was executed. And as 
Lollardry declined in_·i.mportance; the Churcl1 kept the. n~me 
of Lollard adious, and the reputation of those identified ; 
' 
· with the cause decayed. 'rhe idea 9f Oldcastle, the sinner 
· and heretic, sptread · steadily. As stor.ies about h,im were 
retold, more offensive details we:re·added, no d~ubt, and· 
fo-r t\,ro .centuries generations of Englishmen inherited the 
",'>I> 
-
lege;nd of fat Old~astle the sin~er. 11 . , -·-
Evidently, the notorious reputation of Old.,C:astle 
J\ 
became so widely known that stage plays about him wete 
\ ' .. r,- ,-, ,, 
perfqrmed for the amusement of the populace. ~01dcast1e 
. . 
--~was considered \1icked, and we know that pre-Shake,$pearean 
-1play \,rriters of;ten. made _a wicked ·"character n10re odious. by 
' . 
making l1im comic and by ascribing, to -him a wid.e assortment 
-,. 
,\ 
of 1:1ndesirab-le cl1aracteristics and pl1ysical. features. .The 
( 




i ..• ,,.· , :· . •·. .. 
. .• 
.,. ..... ~ · 
- . . . ·-· · -
_.. 
--,•- ·: · · ·.',,;.: ·-~·.·L2+r··..-··•_,-r"'-~-~---···-:-:-- "'"-,-.- -.. -, .. -.-_,'.:::c,,;:.:•: 
-··~,·~·--·--, ... , .. :.:-···-·-~--~--~ .... - .. ,·-··-----« ....... '.English divine~-and author, Tho1nas Fullez:, notes that ''Sir 
". 
John O~dcastle:~ was first ... m·ade a ·tl1rasonical puff, an emblem 
< .. ,- -~-.-- ----- ---- ... ----- -- ~ · ..... \ 
. 




. 'I 12 .,, .. _,) . 
- _ f.mock.- valo __ ur~ a make~port in all--_plays for a·_.'Cc»""lard. 11----· ----- -. 
r-· .,. 
Elsewhere, -Fu1i~r writes: .''Stag.e ·poets have bee:n oold 
.. . . / . . - - 4\ -. . . 
"' ,. fl 
V 
-
with, and 0th~-~;~ merry at_, the memory of, Sir John Oldca.~tle, 
• 
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. -~ .. -, ... __.,-i.-¥:.~~~~:-~-_:-.:,o-,~.·- ·-~ .. 
·'·"··.-·---.. -,.=zaw _ as42122uaza s.sstJt&JtlbJA#!l.Lth.EUflUISJL -·---·-"····· --- - . . . .. • J_ .... J . L 
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·' I._ • • . 
. ' 
... 
Fuller-•s statements imply knowle_dge of-. seveial plays. 
in which Oldca·.stle. appeared_ fot the enter_taimnent of the . 




,~- i . 
. 
. . " 
: -
' 
. . . . ' . 
. . 
_- · -" -------:-:--· ~-----~----extftnt-.-·~-.--We--h;ave··- t·he-----1~9-&-,edit-ion--··of- ~ -an-i mporta·nt··---I>-1~---~------...----·--\~~---------------·--· ----
.. . __ .---t.:_. _ _:__ ~ ,' 
' 
. 
th·at grec~ded Sllakespeare 's Henry IV plays -and th~t prese~t.,s 
<.'I ' . 
' \ 
Oldcastle asa comic charactero 14 The Famous Victories of 
~- r ':s:tt :;i · ,:E:-c : , c : : c c :1 .,,_,., u: a -
~ 
,-'!··; \ 
~He.nr1 the Fifth·.· is_. important to us fox: ti110 reasons. It 
presents Oldcastle as a thief and companion of the prince, 
' 
,· 
who w~s popularly believed to have misspent his- youth with 
. . " 
undesirable associates. 15 Also, the play contains so many 
comic episoq.es that Shakespeare develops in his I-Ienry IV 
-
-·-" - and, V plays that we ,may be sure that Shakespeare adopted 
-, 
··-~ s·ome of -his ideas from The Fan1ous Vi¢tories. 
12 = r • -
•, The .Famous Victories cru~ely skims over much the- same 
historical material that Shakespeare treats s<;> super·bly' in· 
-
his plays •. This inf.ormation is in Holinshed. But neither· 
O' 
Holinshed nor other chroniclers provided the com~ c1i)r-
acters or incidents cormnon to both plays. Throu 
Famaus Victories comic scenes alternate with serious ones. 
-- .. - ;-,,:· .· . .,. -,_--- --- .... ' - . 
·,, .... 
. ..,.. ,. 
. ·. -- .-.;;.""', ... ·.·-:.-.·.:. .... ,•,. ; .. -~ .. . .:.· ·.·:·.:-.·, . 
. ·. -.- ·- . ; -;~ - :- . -•. ~ .,, ---.-.-,: .. ,.. .. ,-. ___ ,..,..-...... ' ... -· .. · . 
Shakespeare alternates scenes in the same way. Since he 
4id not use this technique in~ ·his·-" earlier history plays,. 
. 
. 
.. ~~--~-•- ----.--'~-... ---J--ar--•~-"tt- ·i·s - likely -~hat·--he·· adopted- it f rant nie··Faincius ""Vict6ries·.·16. -~----·-· --- ~·- --- ------
;, 
,t . -~ . . . - -···-
. .. . . --~- -- . -·· 
Shakespeare, of course., never slavishly- -imitated- -his mode-ls,-
band -we do no.t observe in the·se plays the same sequence··of 
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- .parallels, ~etJ.'ITeen the plaYs in order to sef · the \relation- \ 




~2 '· · which Shakespeare f·eatures Fal:staff. 
_ ~ ·.·· 
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play. I_n Shakespeare I s play they become Sir John .~Fals_taff, 
·Poins {wh:om, Hal sometit~es addresses as Ned), ~nd, l ag~in, 
' 




and his companions discuss their recent robbery of the . 
king I s receivers at -Gadshill. Tl1e robbers pla~ to. meet 
; . 18 
· subsequently ?at a favorite tave-rn in East cheap (11. 1-18). 
.. 
""' In~ He~rx !Y. Shakespeare shows the robbers in action at 
Gadshill and changes the situation by describing Hal and 
~-\ '\ 
·Pains• way of frightening Falstaff into ·fleeing from the 
,·.(' 
~ 
scene of the rob6erye As in the earlier play, the robbers 




" In The Famous Victories Hal stri-lces the Lord Chief 
, Justice during an argument and is placeg. in Jail (11. 434-495). 
/' 
,( 
. . . ·. •· . . . . . . . •. ·• -- . •c· -;-.·.- e• : . - .·c- ~-,;-· '": ' 
,,,.,, ......... _ ... ···1J9hn Coblei;·and-the most impor~tant comic character, D~.icke, 
./ 
.... 
enjo·y playing the roles of the Lord Chief Justice and the ) 
. - ~--~ __ p;_;i~_~e~_ <!!~e~!l?-t.,fiy _t9_ ma..ke
0_ sport of tl1e argument (11. .5J4-579J ~ --,---. _, ___ ·--- r-----"'<~~-,,..--.,._-----------·-, 
. 
. ' 
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... • n :~ of. Henry IV anci hi~ ·son as th~- ·discuss the prince• s mis- _,J:'- /~ · · t 
I . . . @ 
. t 
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. 
I.I ' 
Oldcastle of The ~ainous .Victories speaks his antici .. ~ 4APM I «w ! . 
• •• \ 
-~ p~ation of having. license and prerogatives after King 
Henry ~IV dies.: .. '1He is a g~,R:>d .olde man, -God :take him to ~ ,,~ . 
~ - - .. - ' -
.. , 
t 
. 11 '"·r 
t· 
. ··.j 
h.is mercy th~ ~oner'' tll. 630--631). 11l~obly spoken Harry,· · · .( 
we shall neve;_ have a mery world til-····;\he o·ld l{ing be dead'' 
~.<,... .• ~:~~ . . (11. 65·5.;.657). We knot,r that throughout Shakespeare •.s 
. ~ . , ' ' 
_plays Falstaff ~ag.erly looks forward to4a life of complet'e 
~freedom after the d_eath of ~enry IV •. E~rly .i,L,_r-~IljY !! 
' I , . .,. . - . . \ g 
. 
-"" ,• 
, Falstaff -asks/H_al not to punish, thieves when he becomf!,s·~ 
,, 
__ king (I.ii.65-70) •. ·ln ~ He.n.i;x IV Falstaff is vulg~rly ·~. 
' . 
',, joyous at the ne\"7S of the. 9-eath. of the k.ing, and he shouts, 
"'::i.._. 1, 
- ~ 
''Let _us talte any ·man is hor~es; ·t"he laws of .England are at 
. ,. ~ 
' 
' . r 
• 
my commandment: Bles~sed ~.r.e they· that have;) been my friends; 
~. 
- .~_,,J} '·' "' ' ' 
' 
~0th.authors portray the new king~s reconciliation 
, . ~,,.,-,"-~J I:,. \ 
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.. ~ with. the · Lord Chief Jus.tice,. and both present ~~nry' s 
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-~- ---~tl!ce __ ,ir9~ny of t_he scene· ~n ~ £1§,nry ![ (V,.v) depends .oll ;h~ - . . ' . -,·--- -...- .... ,_. . -· 
,,.... ' 
. , meeting.-of_ the central figure~, Falstaff and the .king. 
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The le~ding low .ch~ra':=ter in each play has no~ illusions , ~ 
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._ fotces of Henry V ~ I -in France.~ Dericlte says t~ Cobler and. · 
,• 
!( Fie, what a kissing .an~,crying is here I ;,,A 
-
· Sownes, ·do ye thinke he .wi~ never come 
• again~? V,1hy John come_" awayi uoest .. 
.. . t,:··,think~. that we are so base-minded to) 
. ... : ·' ... .,;;, ... : . ~ -
- - ... -~ 
. ·, 
·\ 
die among 'Frenchmen? _ Sownes, we know . ; 
nQt whether ~/they will laie us in their ~ 
. 
. ~ . ,pJ . . 
· " church or no: •••• · 






·: .... ~ .. ,,. 
.. -:,.; 
• . Falstaff t:requentiy reveals his realistiC collcetn foi · 
.. 
. 
self-preservati~n,-· too. Before the battle .of Shrewsbury, . g, 
't· 
....... -· ~ 
he tells us in ·a famous soliloquy that honor is ncrt \tort~ 
. J fighting, suffering, or dying for, and he conciudes, ''There- - · 
. . fore 1-• 11 nqne 'of it'' (1 !!• .!! Ve ii,t~:43). 
. ) Shakespeare and the attthor of The Famous. Victories 
pres~nt scenes iJ which ragged common·men: are reluctant 
-a:nd appre~ensive to\11ard entering the ar~y! · In the __ earlier .J • 
.. . . ·•· .~ -··.······· . 
. t 
... ·- . , .. ··...•.. . . . . . ' . /I> , . 
. '\ 
' 
· play, Dqricke and John Cobler and his \\Tif e try. to dissuade 
' ~ 
•- •' . 
" 
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J I . · hom~ w~th fis Wife. Two· Other. Candidate·s, Simo~ Shadow \ 
_ L. . ..... ~__'_: _ _:__ ___ ~---------c"Mld:-'Petef· Bu~1ca1f-, ~ are no -less ··unashamed·, to · beg re tease·.· - ~------........,~__,;.....:__~, .. 
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• J • ·-~~ 
_ .. 
,.,. ••• -.---·•,-·.:.··.;·.,,·, .• cc. • 
·~ 
~- -· .. ,. ' 
_fr,o~ milit.ary oblig~tion·~~-They finally p~f Falstaff., three · • 1st ' 
' 
' pounds to let them remain at l1ome. _ I 
•' t.. 
.- It ~~is quite likely tl1at an unfavorable opini.on of the- . 
conscripted soldier is reflected in these plays because in J. •• , • \!, • 





·. evei'y effort to avoid serving in 1the army,.19 Nevertheless, 
,.,, 
' J 
- ~ there is enough si.milarity between th~ conscription scene 
.. 
. . 
.. ~ in The PamOus Victories and 'Y1at in ~~p.ry .!! to suggest 
that Shakespeare had the ·f orme_r .,play in ·,mind when l1e·· ~on1pos.ed 
O, ', 
M •• ,1·- i ' 
. . the dialogue, between Captain Fal-s·taff and_ his reluctant 0 
cclnscript s. _ 
.. .-. ~--
' -There· is one more· incident in -The Famous Victori-es on 
~ 
- t 
which Shalcespeare probably drew when ·he molded Fal.s.ta_ff. 









went ·among the exhaust@d English troops and 
smeared face as evidence that he- had fought ' \..: 
. f'. 
t' 
, ' ' 
\ ' 
exp9sed his 






I-n ! l"i2!!ll !!, _ B~~~? ~J?h ~ exl?l~~ns . ,t? ~c1.-~. th<+._t .. a·t 
. . . 
."'II 
., 
" , Gadshi1.1· Falstaff directed Peto and Bardo-1ph to tickle their.· 
no-sesQ with:, sp~a~rG.igrass tp _ make them bleed so tl1a t when the 
' 
. .. : 
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. e;. ' ' 
ship beti,ieen_ the pl-ays·, ~nd i~·- strongly indicates that 
many of 'Falstaff's. actions were: suggested to Shalcespeare . ~ / 
. l 
. . . . 
. . . 
· by 111:!. ~'?:!~, Vi~l<?-~$~e1~ •. That Old~astle in. the earlier 
. play 1r1ats but the .germ ·for Sha~spe.ar_e_' s complex,, realistic 
Falstaff is clear, for Uldc.cistle has only ·minor importance ·D 
" 
• , 
'in The Famous· Victorieso 
-- E -& ; !· e 1c:::~z - ·?! :: = +e 
However, like Falstaff, Oldcastle 
,•,• . 
,. 
is a· companion o_( the prince, ~ who engages with. him in 
highi1ay_ _____ robbery. He aids. an~ abets .ijal in lawless, dis-
solute life. ije looks forward I to greater license under i 
. ~ 
the new king, i.e.-, Hal, and he is rejected whep .the prince 
. ; 1k 




Sha_kespeare, of course,_):knew- ·more ~about Oldcastle than ~ . 
j 
what he- found in The E~oµ~ Vic!9Fft~s. The legend of Old-
- lo'• I~ ' 
·~astle conta-ined many det~ils t·hat were· not all gathereq 
together in any one version. The Henry· ~V plays dr.amatize 
.. 
~d ·. 








.•. ~ 9, .. 
,. 
,~.-· -
-... : ... . ... l""'· 
,,-- Statement$ made by and aboUt .Palsta,ff imp!y 1:ll~t:l!~,,..~-'-·:--,~-,,-,,,,cC,,.: 
.·._._;_:: ...... 
has~_-had the tr~ini~.g and affect& the manner chara~eristic. · 
. " . " ~ . . . 
. . 
. 
of a nob.leman, and more ·specifically, of Sir John Oldcastle. 
· Oldeastle as a y~;th was a page. to the D~k~ · of N()rf01k: 20 ·· · 
., 
. . . 
· 1aw, tells Silence that while · in the service of tcertain.. , · · '.. 
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(~ !!·ll III.ii .• 27-29). Therefore, .. Fall~aff, like 01dcastle, 
must have received good:· military training and_ socia;t · iritro-
. .. 
. duct ion. ·The house of. Thomas ·.Nlowbray, like those ··of· a·11 ~:-' · . 
. . great. nobles, was a kind of mili t~ry · school in which young . 
men of good· families so.ug~_t positions in order -to meet wit-h 
-·~' When ·we, meet Falst~ff, he is a materialist and sensual-
~ 
. ' 
1 i·st who· disr~,gards honor and ·t·he -moral .law. · Nevertheless, 
,,, 
--
he often ref'lects go<;>d tra.·i~ing a.nd .. affects disdain for his 
• 
cqmpanions, whpm he considers inferior. Frequently,, Fal-
~taff 's allusions suggest etttication. He has read Galen <)'D 
. ·• ·-~-
apoplexy and can di°scoui::se thereof with the LOrd Chief· · 
·IIJIJ> 
' 
Justice (~ !!•!! I~"ii.13-1-133). In a letter to Hal, he 
" 
writes, ''I will ·imitate the11 honourable Romans in ·brevity'' 






-------· ---·----~-.. -~~-~ . . " Thomas ·Preston's bomba~tic tragedy, Cambises,. 1;,rhen he 
. • 
. l . ' . promises- to_~ play ·the role of Hal I s angry f atl1er ''in King 
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etiquette at 
_ · An. important .indication of the past· 
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Falstaff and Oldcas~tle· share gentility as the result 









/_· ~-----.:...e..-~2--.... ::__ __ .~.f __ .the.ir .Jxith hav-i-ng-. been---pa-ge to t-he -··Dulce----of ··· Ner-fo-lk.-: .. -~--------~-~-.-~ .. -----'----'-··. 
,. 
·· The two knights can be: brought together ·as. Lollards, too. 
" 
·.. 
. The legendary Oldcastle had b·een changed from the hi~torical. 
man of since11e religio,us conviction. to a brolcen-down puritan· 
.. _,' 
' . 
_who __ openly·_admit_te.d .. b.eing .. ~ glutton and lecher·.· The memory 
.. 
of-the p~rverted puritan who recalls the religious phrase-
o1ogy and topics of his youth is_ apparent throughout Shake-
,.,. . 
, -· . , . · · . 23 





When we fiist-meet Fal,:taff, we-~ear him lament to 
( 
' 
u, thou has damnable iteration and art 
\ 
.indeed able . to. corrupt a s~nt. Thou 
· hast done. 1nuch harm. upon me, Hal; God . 
for give ,thee for i.t ! . Before I knew thee, 
. V 
Hal, I knew nothing;· and now am I, if a 
man should,speak ~ruly,, little better 
than one of the wicked. I must give 
. over this life, and I will give.it ~ver;, 
by the Lord, an I do not, I. am_a 










, ..... ·· 
. ,., .. :: ..... :· ... '..: ....... -·>-·-:. -··--· ·---··----,······· 1 
villain:, - - - -· ··---· -·· -- --· ··- ·--~--.--- -·-·- --~ -·~--·---- --- ---· - - - -----r~ 11 be damiied for neier a 
. ---··--1 
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king's · son in Christendom. 
-·- -·. \,, .... - .. 
ll H.{V I.ii.101-lO~)r 
·····------ [ 
Fragment~ ~f _scriptur~ and pious allusions characteristic· 
- ,•'t;' 
' 
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- ••- • - .... ' 
• 
_. ~ • 
. • -··--·-·,..,;..-... , ... .-.,.-::._,,l.ouo .• ·n•--•·--·-•·-::..,-.-·•-••••·••~• 
.. · of ·the Lollard o_ccur. often .in Pal·st··a:ff··1·s .... ·ai-sccftirse·-::·'·-·: .. ··lr$o-ns·--·~ .. ::·-~----·-·-·-~-· ~---··-----.. -·-··: ............ l . -··-··-··--------···--·-······,--····--. .. . - ·' ···. . . ·,t 
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\ .._ L 
of Darkness,'' "Pharo ah' s 1.ean kine,'' "Adam in the _----days c:,( ... ..., 
,,·1 
. -
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. .. . 
as _poor as Job, my. lord, but nq_t so pat·ienti• c.e_ !!· IV _I~ ii.144),: 
,, . "·-----i ' ' 
---. -._.··:---~_-----·-~·--- a·nd·-.--he--_-grieves, 11Fo~r--· my ·v·oic·e, --I -11ave··· ··iost -it: wi·tl1· ,-11a·iloi;-ng---- ___ _;~-- - · · -~ .. -···-·:·----,, 
. - v 
. 
. ·and sin_ging of anthems" (I.ii.212-0213).· . The Lpllardc v1as 
-· 
Widely known. as a 'chanter and sl:'nger of ,sac:Ced hyl11lls. 24 
Let us combin~ · the many suggestions of Falstaff •s .· .. ,,,. ........ . 
Lo11ardry with .those of·his gentility, then con~ider again 
~. . i' 
t-he relationship bet\veen Fa·lstaff and Oldcastl~ of ~-The ,·~ 1 
Famous Victories. The total evidence urges us to conclude 
that Shakespeare 1 s Falstaff . is a creation. whose germ lies. 
in the Oldcastle legend. Falstaff descended f rQm the. 
historical and legenda~y Oldcastle--the knight with title, 
the Lollard, the glutton and sinner, and the companion of 
Prince Hal who was later rejected. oy ~that r~onarch. But 
\. 
(.> 
after ,Falstaff 11ias born, he became a f-1esh and blood char-
', 
act er, and Shalcespeare looked elsewh~r~ for.hereditary ai;id 
, 
environmental feature$ of his huge,. comic creature • 
. Shake-
rl 
SP:Jre did not haye to look.far for fa1staff 's soldierly 
characteristics. The London taverns Were crowd\ed 1tvith 
carousing soldiers, and_Falst~ff adopted many of their 
habits and opinions. 
"' ... 
·--. 
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Shakespeare skillfully amalgamates serious and comic .· 
. , 
e~ements throughout the Henry 1:.¥ p1ays,. The· serious part· 
conce,rns the troubles and sorro1lvS of Henry IV, 1t1ho had to· 
defend his thro~e against jealous and disloyal nobles who ·, 
... . 
~ rebelled. The historiµ1~- matter comes from Holinshed and 
other· chroniclers. ·The colllic part of the ·plays concentr~tes . 
on th·e behavior and adventures of Prince Plal i1ith Falstaff · 
., and other low companions f rom1 the London underworld. Jlie 
- t""t' 
;f' 




Falstaff, who appears as an Elizabethan army officer~ 
-0 • Because Falstaff is a military;1man \ihose outstanding 
characteristics a~e·bragga.docio and cowardice, 1 standard 
characteristics of the miles ~~9=1£!o:s=u~9 some critics con-
\ sider him to be a character in the braggart soldi~r tradi-
tion that began in the comedies of Plautus and Terence. 2 
The tradition came. ;~to the Bngfish drama through the @ 
• 
··Tudo-r schoolmasters ... who modelled. their plays on the classic ., 
ma.sterpieces3 and through the Italian Renaissance humanist-s, 
~ • r 
whose _depictions of the braggart soldier and the.parasite 
, '· 
~ 
• ti• • 
-
. 
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~roupe.s performed on the continent and in .lm~rid dui:ing 
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. ' . 
·. NumercouS br8.ggarts iri the JJ)iles glf'r).p,s~,s. tradition: 
the ·big paunch and .short legs, ·the· inordinate appetite,.: .. 
t., • 
.. 
the ~xaggerated claims of unbelievable nu~bers -they s.lew 
.. 
,· 
-in battle; and other more dubious similaritieS& 5 However, 
these cha'racters ·differ ess~ntially. from ~alstaff in con~ 
.. 
ception and purpose •. • · ... , .. r_.. • . • They are stupid, · va1nglor1ous, silly, 
affected boasters who are targets of scorn and derision. 
. ~ '9 . • I e wnen ~'=he trad1t1onal m1l~s glpr10.s.u~ is duped .ot punished 
" in. s~ch plays as Plautus 1 Miles Gloriosus·, Dolce' s !! -
(II 
,. 
C~pitanQ, and Udall's Ra
1
l.E~ Roister Ooister, he has n~ith·er 
_.,,,,. '\ 
. 
the \~it nor . the sympathetic appeal to th1e audience to ··-
. pr~tect h·im f rozil~,~scos:n and ridicule. 
&, 
Falstaff is different. · Althougl1 he is vain, he is not 
stupid or affected. The essential difference is .that 
· whereas [the other braggart soldiet..§7, from ~ 
the original in Plautus downwards, are a-11 
sham soldiers, who brag of their exploits 
beforehand and are exposed to open and 
apparent shame \yhen their ·p.~etensions are 
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. Morgann first cal1~4. him, "the old 
. ._.~.: ...... ·. ~·rca..w 
- . 
. -·---- -··- -
·soldier," up to all the triclcs of the ) . 
·-··· 
·trade, which he. has presumably learnt 
,:,--./ .• :· . 
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kno\1s how t·o turn to his o\m ·advantage. _ 
' i 
! -· 
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The touchstone here, ·as in other ·dramatic -
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,/ 
the~way he0 tries to .e?ttricate himself from·· emb~~rassing 
,. 
situations, such as that in the Boar's-Head Tavern, in 
whjch Hal and- Poins expose .him· in his fa~tastic lies aboQt 
. ' 
' •, . ' 
. ' ,_.. 
' 
.the numbers he fo·ught, in the dark at .. Gadshill .. '(! !!•!! II. 
' . 
iv .126-311 .. ). \~e · enjoy Fals~_af f 's company, · just as Ha! 
•' 
. , (ii does, throughout~ the He~ry IV plays, and· \'1e are sorry tha~ _ 'i 
. . . ,,""-,).,.·• ... '.,_·~. ~ f .. 
•, 
_!!le newly cro1,1ned kiD:g must reject him in the end. Further~ 





o~u~, nor does he engage in shameless and abortive 
plots, as the miles _glp=ri=~s~s often does, to seduce a 
woman who is utterly repelled by him. 7 
classical parasite, who stays on with his soldi/er patron in· 
. 
-
order to promote his own interests, resembles·Falstaff as 
much as does tlle ntlles ft_lor .. ~o~us
1
• In the conunedia d.ell 1 · 
art·e the parasite is a fat, humorous intriguer and flatterer 
Ii' ~ho boas-ts of his marv:~lous eating ability and of. tl1e favors 
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patron fo; being a glutton. 
~ 
'-· 
Falstaff is like the parasite in several :re.spe-cts. - He· 
a·ssoci~te·s- with,' Hal in hopes of obtaining pertnan~_:gt· favor 
- J ' 
r·-------------------·-.. --.. ---_·_---· -. -.------ .. ---·and··-·pro,tection from ·-t·he future-----ki·ng--;- .-----For···e·xample, ----·in- l:Henrt -----------------------_·. _,---- _----·. 
' ' . 
' 
- i - .. 
IV he- asks th,e prince, ''But, I p·r.1thee·, sweet wag, shall· 
•·. ~ 
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.Henry IV ·has .. die.d and that Hal is··to be· crowned, the fat· .... -- I 
· ..,.. ' 
• . • 
-
. • 
t . . , 





. ~ As a ·fat g·luttoih-:Falstaff __ · is the but tr .of -many jokes •. · 
• 
' Poins.st-ea·ls ''fat gu'ts'" horse at Gadshill,.-~nd·-_Falstaff ~-=~-=-· .. 
· '!sweats to death''· as he flees from his assailants, th~ 
. -·•, .. ,. o,·. 
' •.. 
.. ___ ;\ 
. -· di_s~ised -R~l and Poims (!_ !!G.!Y II. ii. 32-115·). Hal again 
tnakes fun of F'.alst·aff's obesity--.by p~ocur.ing for· him a<. ' 
' 
charge of foot instead of tl1e horse Balstaff wanted for 
\ .
. the battle at Shrewsbury <! !!•_.IV III.iii".208-20")). Repeat-
' . 
~-edly thi.=oughout the plays Hal and Po ins call Falstaff names· 





. "' . ··- .... -~- ....... . 
~•~ .... -~·· -•-- , __ ... , ·-~-<-.·,,._·•.v.~-··;~·-··,-·I"''" .,~c.c,_-.__. ..• ,,.,c.,-·--•'-·.· .. ······« 
.\ ·---~ ·un1:i·1· .Hal rej-ects him .in~ He~ry !Y, (V.v); Falstaf~ . ,, .,,. 
is---successful· ·as a parasite. The prince of ten pa;id. Fal-
staff's tavern bills (! !!e IV I hi. 61-6~). · Mistress _Quickly, . · 
i . ' 
' 
'w:ho h.ad believed Falstaff1ts promises of marr·~age, proclaims 
" . the fat lcnight 1'hath eaten me out -_of house and home; -~e 
. 
~, hath put all n1y substance into· that fat be.lly o·f his'' 
{~ !!•IV II.i.80-81). Falstaff's stupid friend, Justice- i l ! 
.. j 
l 
\ Shallow, lent him 1:-1000 in_ the vain hope that. the fat ,. I 
lmight t~ottld. reward him after Hal assumed the throne 
\ (2 H.IV V.v.78-89). 
- - ......, 









Although there are· s~mila,ritiesbetween Fa·lstaff and 1 
. 
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- ·- . ~fh:e para'site, the "diff e:renc~ be·t\'leen t~em is much more ~ . ' ~i· \ 
. ' 
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· Wherf be has his comedown, the -audience ·is glad· knowing. 
. 
' -
. . . \ . . 9 . . . . .. 











audience· does not rejoice in his discomfitur~o Falst_aff 's 
,_ ' I , : 
"""' 
· - similarity to both the parasite ·and the railei~ ti.l.oir~i9s,t1§ 
seems to be ·only sup_erf ic·ial and accidental. Falstaff is 
. } -
a bragg~rt, a coward, and an opportttnist with.the· charac-
teristics and behavior, of real Elizabethan captains. 
'llalstaff~ i~ a· capt.ain ·in the ·army \~hi<;h Shakespeare 
I 
~ . ' 
,.,' \Y'\~,''.~ 
.. §aw and about \thich he probab_~y read~ Shakespea.re 's depic-
tion of Elizabethan military matters ·in pla·ys a·bout early t., 
• 
· f i·fteenth century ·English civil. '"~rs ·is an anachronism 
; ' 
Falstaff captures us immediately that does not disturb us. 
.. \. ~ 
Y· 
... \then he appears; i,1e forget about time and are held fast 
' 
' 




nearly every stricture in Elizabethan n1ilitary manuals and 
' . 1
every dictum of courtesy and honor that we reverence. 
Before we investigate Cap~ain Falstaff, l&t- us observe ~ 
;: 
the poor condition of the English army in Shakespeare's 
time. 
When' Elizabeth .. I · succeeded Iv1ary ·1on England I s throne, 
. '·"·'' . 
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' ~ . ' do· so. She did not have popular support toward the end of 
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expe.ditions \ie .. re organized to invade ~France or to def end 














· Bngland against ScottisQ invasions from the North. ii · 
l' '. • • 
23 1 
. ·.,, ~ .... .,.-- ... ~-- ___ Eurthermore , : .. the .. idea -still · pi;ev afiled., · ~oming ·. down ,from · :. .. ~ .. ..;..:~-· .. ·----.~~---.,.._.,,....,_ ~-




.. ~ .. 
_ .... -· . .. 
. ), ' 
,. , 
· · ,to arm whe:i.1 the St'ate Was in dange,:.12 Buf·-the old feud~l 
,, 
.. '\ . 
. 
-. system __ of mllitary service had long before decayed, .mainly 
l, 
because of its misuse by selfish noble!\1r in the civii\-wars. 1 3. 
·Nevertheless, · the English, who had always· considered war ·a 
-
'(' '' 
terrible,; evil, were un,'1illing./to tolerate a standing army--
they did not consider the professional soldier to be a man 
of d~cency and honor •014 And just as strong,, an obstacle as 
' t:he public sentiment against organizing ·a· standing army 
was the lack of capital needed to finance an organized 
... 
military force.15 
During;'--Eliza~eth I s reign the ch~ngeover from old 
''-ii,'[, 
inef f icieµt· militia to regular trained arxny began. _ T11e 
transition was slow,_and it lacked m~thod. Half\iay through 
. ' 
. .
the reign of th~- virgin Queen, bill_s and bows were still , 1 
the main weapons of her forces~ 16 Elizabeth did ndt care-
l..fo 
fully superv:ise the development of .the army. Although 
-her subjects were some\,rhat apatn_etic, they were more re-
~ 
. 
. sponsible tha·n she for ,11hat armed forces there \+Vere early 
.,,..,,.--·,- , . 
. . ·. : . . . f ··. . . 
-
. ' ·. •- : .:;, ' . ,• 
' 
N in her reign. Occ~sionally, when the threat ·of a forei..gn. '. 
· _power loomed prominently, the people formed volunteer 
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---- - --~--- ------·-·· ·-~-militia ,and raised subscriptions to finalfce· them. 17· ·London·-_·· -------- ·· 
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., . . . . . . . . ' . ' . ,;; 
/ a modern military powertl9 However,, Elizabeth still re.. ... i 
I . 
- . .. :.· .. 
{ . 
... 
fused· to spend adequate sums for nat·ional defense,_ and she 
continued to neglect "the soldiers who served her., 20 . As 
~.,'.'.ar.)U.'Ji:;.'a:;"·_,-~t,1..c<: .. \ ... --~-
nit i o na 1 militar~ policy crystallized, its lack of con-
···-~,(' 
sistent supervision became evident. Tiie mobilizati.ori 
. 
program suffered more deficiencies -and abuses than. it .. 
. . . . 
~-/~_,(-• 
·· enjoyed virtues. Because the Crollffl only reluctantly ind 
irregularly directed-'milibry affairs, st·andards of re-
-~., . 
' ~ cruiting· varied from county 1'0 county.· l\1luster-rolls were· 
·otlen· ignored or padded.· Able-~died men dodged recruiters 
or bribed them in order to avoid conscription, and, there-
fO!'e!, loca1lell.der? and court appointed Officers impressed 
wh.at candidates they couid find; jails were sometimes 
emptied, vagabonds \~e+e gathei:ed from the ro~ds, · ·towns were 
cleared of their iiiostundesirable citizens.21 Most men who 
\_ ~\ 
were genuinely interested in arrny careers went abroad for 
. ,r,.~ . 
training and experience, and consequently.the homeland was 
_denied many pro$pective ·leaders~22 As .a result of these 
. -·.~ 
• I 
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.. 
' .· ··-· .-.... ~ ... , ..... 
faults, very many .English regiments .. were ill-trained ~d .... · .... :-.. _ ...... . 
. ·. lacked di~cipline and o;der. 2J . ' · · · · · • 
' 
England's citizen-armies, recruited by voluntary· 





. . .c..<. :::_ __________ .:IL.'. _..::.· 
-·-- .', ............................... -----·-····-----·---· ..... and.· t-rained, ·-ill .. equipped, .... ~n4.erpaid, ··and···shameft11·1y·····ne~ . ··· :·----------- .. -----_----- ----- · . · ~-
glected by the government they served. Shakespeare and ·his 
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conte'mporaries dre'W theii:-~ chief 4impress'ions of military · · .. · , 
~ • I 
veterans who wei;e likely ·to be druntc.f.trds, beggars, and: 




of conduct and proscribed abuses of them. 
Shakespea.re concretel.y- pi;.esents his impr.essions O·f 
" -
the Elizabethan soldiers by portr~ying, with genial satire·· 
. - ' ~ . . .. 
and i11comparable htimor, Falstaff, the fraudulent captain; 
Pis.to!., the. S\aJ"aggering ensign;_ Bardolph, the rasca~ly 
corporal; .and other members.of the army who "had their 
I 
... 
counterparts in every shire of .Engla.nd and were probably. 
to b.e seen daily on the drillground at the ~'1ile End. 1125 · 
Our interest is in Captain Falstaff, who is the most 
realistically and clearly defined char~cter in'the plays 
we are considering •. Shakespeare pres~nted.- him complet~ly 
. ' 
«' 
_, - - - ···-· ~ft -·-· • ,-, ••• ~ •• 
- .. '! 
and accurately, · no doubt,· bec~use the captain \\Tas the 
<. • 
'" 
~my's most frequent and notorious subject of p~ofess.ional 
• M 
"' 
and popular at·ten.tion in Shakespeare's ti~_e. Paul Jorgenson, · 
.... -
an authority on Elizabethan military matters, states: -"The 
Elizabethan.captain, becau~e of· his-immense influence in 
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ro ya 1 funds, was an officer of literally frightful 
s 
· importanc.e. "26 
.) 
Shakespeare found sardo·nic. di$illtisiomhent iri dis-
-_ ~... . 
.. 
The ·writers, often captains themse~yes, \\o;gte vividlr, 
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about the cu,rent·malpractices that gave the captaincy a 
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- '· 
deed·~· \'iith 'many of the mal.practices of· army captains who 
' 
served 'unde·r·-.E.lizabeth, we can see. that Falstaff -is. like 
, . 
.,.,t, 
the much-c·ri tic"ized· .captain.· 
.. 
Barnaby Riche, the ol~est_ captain·in·her majesty's· 
·"',., 
service, \\Ttote ·in 1587. o"f. the appointment of captains: 
''Wee never number his yeares, \\Te-"'neither- consider his 
_knowledge, 1i1e little regard his worthines, w~ lesse esteeme'"' 
his. experience, we-scarce ex~ine · his honestye. 1128 Fal-
staff's lack 9·f worthiness is betrayed by his behavior at 
, 
. 
the Boar's-Head.and on the bat·tlefi.eld, where, for example, 
he ·.feigns being dead in order to di~cont inue t~e duel _'1th 
. ...... . . .. __ ,,___../ .. 
.,,,.-
'4 Doug 1 as ('l H.IV V.iv). 
---
Falstaff can hardly be honest, for. 
he is a highv,ayrnan whQ rationalizes his illegal occupation \ 
! . 
by telling Hai; "'tis no sin for a man to labour in·his 
-
vocation'•· (1- H.IV I.ii.116-117). .... ____ . Yet for the Shrewsbury , 
.. 
battle, Hal gives Falstaff the right to .conscript and 
. . 
command a small f·orce of inf an try. . The appoin-tment of 
Fal~taff reflects the c~rrent choo~ing of captains for 
., 
.. ··. 
\ . ·. 
""'" 
. _ _:\i favor rather than for ~owledge or abiiity. -Shakespeai:;e \ · 
. ' 
_,_. ,__ •· ~ :. _-_-:. -_:_- _::.;::..1.._,~. ·,~,_,• • .,:-_.,. ,, .. -·--··- ....... _ ....... ---·. , ::-- . , .... -~·"···--·· , ····- - ,; .. ·.:·.··:;·,;· .. ~·- .. ,: ... ·.·•· .;.,.--:·::-·~.-,·:·~·.-· ... ,-,··,o·.~-.;,--,-.•1·;·,,,··:-.,-!.-, .... -.-· ..... ,.;~·- .... ·-.--··--:-·;-:r.:"'·~-... ~.,.;·.<i;·.;·•;:•:·1.1)'.'"~,,:,,:;,-:;·,-,..';".'-,·1.-:.:;··::-:::-:: 
. . -,c·· ~- · .... her~ . dramat4zes militil,Fypr~ference by court· ,preiferment;;2 9 · --- · -·"··- - -· 
Thus; s·coundrels, such_as Falstaff, often got commis-
, .. 
. -, -.... ~ . 
· sions- ;tild · capitalized on· them. Sir Hellry Knyvett cf cri ti- ,.,. 
·to Queen Elizabeth in 1596, .he writes: 
. I. 
~- - ' ' :,. • • •• ' • • i • • • ' • • ,, • ... ,_ 


















The eorrup~ion o·f our. war~ ~p-riiigeth o.n1y 
. " . ' 
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bee,n· m~st commonly n:iad·e of needy, ri~tous.,-
' 
licentious'., ignorant t 'and base colonels, 
I • 
captains, lieutenants, sergeants,, and sµch 
, . 
. like .off icet s·, who have mad/ merchandise 
· -·of their places, and ~ithout regard of 
., . r ·. . ''-',, 
- their duty or respect· of conscience have 
(J 
I • 
made porte sale' of t·heir .soldiers I blood .. 
.. . 
and lives to maintain their unthriftiness 
·and disorders •. 30 
____ 1v1any 9f f icers were dishonest because they had no sub-
.. ~tantial, legitimate means of iupport. They received scant 
.. ,.-..... 
' . -
salaries, and these were paid i-rregularly. Officers were 
suppo··sed to live on their ·private ·incomes or from the 
ransoms of prisoners, as in feudal time··;. 31 Consequently, . 
the officers \lTho had little money of their own had to be 
resourceful and dishonest. They had _ to view_ war-~ as a 
·~ . 
• 
source .. of .. ___ income, and the looting they wer~ - 4 •v of was 
veritably necessary. Falstaff voices the =--- _.,.J. att-itude 
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I would it· had been .. of horse. Vlhere ____ " _____ . . 
.-1 
• -..... . ,,I . shall I find one that. can .. steal \\l'ell? . - -- ,_.. -- .... -·· -·-- --· --~-
~ ---
~-:~_----~-------=----~---~: _ _: ___ . -~~__;_~-----··· -0-····for··a·fine· t-hief·,·· .. of ······tn~-"age ·of ·····two---~-~~-:--~~~-~~-,~~:-" ~----c-=~:~:c 
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and, twenty or thei-eabout·s I I am ---
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-
heinously unprovide.d. · --Well, God be 
th·anked for these rebels, t~ey off end 
I 
, ' Ii 
" 
I none b\J_t the virtuous: I laud. them, ·· 
~- - I praise them ... 
- -~ 
i (l H.IV III.iii.209-214) 
-------
Falstaff was 1ike many Elizabethan captains ~n pre-
ferr.ing the amenities of London and its taverns to the 
inconv~niences of the battlef ie"ld-. - lv1any officers refused -
' to abandon their pleasures1 in times of emetgency, and 
often they absented themselves from-battle or -went so late 
as to miss· the, action compl·e_tely. Despite. the efforts of 
- -- . 
. . () . 
- . 
I the Privy Council, these malpractices were so serious· in. 
--,. 
Ireland in 1599 and 1600 that instructions concerning.· 
absentee captains were ·sent: to the Queen's deputy and 
council in Ireland. The instructions that threatened 
" 
abs·entee captains \"1ith discharge ivere not effective.. Two 
months later~ Sir Geo.ff rey Fenton wrote a long l~tter to 
9 
Cecil and the Privy Council complaining that: 
M • the example is dangerous, w~n servitors 
... 
~ dare presume to--~ake wages of a Prince 
·and disdain to do the service they are 
- -• - • - --· ~ -_. ·,~ •. ' .; :--.~·:..._c .. ~ -. ":" , ~· 
·appointed to·.· I have o'f~ten written and 
""x- --
. - -· . .,._. . .,:· .. , ···-· .. ·.--~;•; -.,.-:;r:r ', . -, 
spoken i11 t-his, and have reaped no other 
~ .............. . 
... 
28 
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fruit than envy and malice; ...• For these· -- -··-----"---·--·_ .. --·.-------~----
.. ·, 
------------------·-:--·-----,..:..;..._---;---:--- ...... -_ ... ---- .- ._····.-··-· -·.. . . . - -· ,·. p two sores of the· absen~e of Captains .. 
,-., .. ;- - ·,·• .. 
and the licentiousness of the soldiers· 
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'. ,,. 
' -~ 
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-· 
. ~ . ~- ., . 
must either be stopped, or else the 
who1e cause will· run to ··an in.curab.le 
course. 32 . 
Shakespeare probably s-atirizes. Elizabethan absentee 
captains ·by I1~ving Falstaff join Prince John's forces in 
Gaultree Forest after they have captured·· the rebels, and 
the prospect of battle has vanished. - ·Falstaff. did not · 
hurry to the. scene;. he tarried .at · th~_ Boar a s-Ifead . until a 
dozen captains came to summon him before _he procured re-
~ 
' 
cruits and headed fo_r Yorkshire. Falstaff 1·s ·delay was 
considered a matter for the gallows by Lancaster. Yet to 
Lancaster's accusation that he was deliberately tardyi 
. 
Falstaff answered, ''I have speeded hit-her -v1ith the very 




It is significant that Shakespe~re uses his knowledge 
of current military affairs 1nost eJf~ensively in the scene 
,t) 
L ... ,, I'••~· 14•J,1' 
.... • ·-·••--··~ 
"' of Falstaff's conscripting men for his charge. The two 
·-·, ,i,,. 
main types of pec·u1ation during wartime dealt_ -with picking 
recruits and padding muster-rolls. Riche and Digges blamed 
the recrt1iting system for the low type of soldier. Riche 
. 
tells us that because substantial men bribe$! ·the constable t~\. 
29 
;I' 
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i 
-. ··1[ 
·• (?r c.a.p~a~r.i i_n org.er _to evade conscription, levies we-re· "· - .- --a-------•·,=c•••.••.,,• ~•: C ...,. ............. -~. • •• - ~. • ""C • ---- -==-
- composep of ''Rogues, Ru~agates [sii7, Drunkards~ and all 
/ __ ,....J_ 
' "') ·1. . 
- , sorts of Vagabonds and disordered perso11s. ,,J., That iI!Jpress-
~ 
. ' 
-.c: , ~ment,,was1mSati~ctory-bec'i1Use of ,'the ~any irregiiiaritieS' ,, ' ~-_ --\·-~---· -__ _ 
'•" ·-\c.. practiced· is indicated by .frequent '.statutes ana descri_ptions 
. ~. . 
J 
./ 
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. . - -
"~f- ab\lses that were issued during the rat~~-~ J~~a_;( ~.!. ... ~t~e--~-~-
i-
sixteen th century.. . The p~eamble to a Statute ror · -the < 
Taking of· }Austers. '-1557) reads, tr,. •• many of the most able. ~ 
and likely men l1ave been_ thro~gh friendskip of rewards 
. -released and discharged of the said service, af;d some other, 
not being ·a.ble O·l! meet, taken, appolnted, or chosen there .. 
unto. ,,34 H,akluyt, in his account of '~Tjle Voyage of Cadiz'' 
(1597), relates tl1-at. a lieutenant was _degraded for taking y 
f:. 
ri/ 
money •·by way of corruption of certain pr.est soldiers in 
I _,.u 
1:he country and for placing others in their rOomes/\nore 
.. . . . 
unfit for service and of less sufficiency and c:Lbilitie. 1135 
. ~ £ 
.And accordfng to ,.a current popular saying,?, a captain 1 s 
company was all the freehold and riC:hes he had. 36 --c, 
_ Bp.izabethan captain"s originally had the task of re-
cruitin:g-_on. the ill-advise~ theory that they had _the most 
professional knowledge of men and could advise suitable 
d· . 
" ..,,< 
. weapons for each -recruit~, Actuct"'lly, ·they were -not.·····respo·n-
·•::-,;_.; 
sible leaders· of tl1e community·". Under cur~ent practi~es,· 
. ,.._ .. 
· · ''the Captaine neither kno1.'lfes his Souldier$<,; nor th-e ~ul·-
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meete again when the waJJres are ended. 1137 The shockirig 
• • • ' . - - ·- •. i•, ·•-~ --·--
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anonymity of Falstaff's ''food for powder '' reference '}q 
conscripts_ is not atypicalg and neither i·s the lm.personal 
_J --. --
~~--,., -·· -------~--------~~-----~----- _ -con§cription ~cene that Shak.espeare depicts (~ !!~£l~l1I.il~J._· - - _-_::_=,·: :-~----- -----
--.- . -~---------- ---------------.-. ------:~---_ __,,____ . - When Falstaff, arr.i~es at juStice ShallOw•s hollse, 'he , =c~ -: ___ , --::__··--'" 
_I I • .. ' 
-
aslts the country_<magistrate for a half-dozen candidates for- ''(' 
~ ~--- . -, 
. ·-
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R • ~ 
officer who· had the right ·to conscript them. Robert- Barret, _ · ,~ 
·• 
in 15Y~, complained that ''the Companies th.at are · commonlie 
levi~d,. are draim forth· -by Justices· of .peace, \\Tho to dis•. __  
bur·den their towns or shire of corrupt weeds, as they ·tearme 
it, do pi·ck out the scumme of their· countrie. ,,3~ We need 
. '~~ 
only consider the candidates provided by .Shallow--lvlotildy, 
' ' 
Shadow, Feeble, Bullcaif, \vart--to appreciate Shakespeare•·s 
ability to critize the provincial justie-es who abused their 
C 
martial ·- resp·onsibili ty. . . 
Given the candidates, \Falstaff proc,eeds to violate 
another condition to be observed by captains-~to observe 
" 
the manners and conditions of his recr-~its so that no d1s~·----
. 
orderly 1nan or troublemaker should be c;hosen. 39r~When. 





.c~didates,. the fat "Captai·n silences him with a series of ,,· 
fabricated rea-sons · for selecting the 1«:>rst candidates o.f 
._.,,..., . 
.. J 
the lot. Of course, Falstaff.' s decisioq to reject Mouldy 
and Bullcalf was de·termined by the ·bribe of ~3. jhey gave 
• /_f;J I 
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resulted in the organization of many worthless regiments, 
' -such as the reinforcement sent to Francis Vere that he 
•· - ._ . 
" . 
-------·--·---·-
'. ca 1 led ttthe very scum :of the world. n 46 · Lord Warwick; on - · :. 0 ~-:.:. __::._-... - ... -=·-·--·--
4, 
receiving a similar· draft· of-recruit-s,· wrot'e, !'The worst· ··I - ---~-
. ~t 
of everything is thought good e'nough for this place .. n41 f· 
. ; ·~1 
·. ~ 
' 
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BefOre ·we begin other' considerations of Falstaff •s· 
' 
..... _. . 
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sele.cting v~art, Feeble, ~t !=1· ,. in the light of .cu.i:.rent· 
- theory- on the must·ering .of troop·s.. The giovernment made .. 
few specif i~ d,emands on the recruiting ·1'experts." It was 
up to. them to determine the suitability. of_ candidates •. 
The more conse·rvative recruiters stressed th·e ancient. 





physiqu~. ,, .. The modern tl1eorists .attended ·to ·the spirit of 
~ . 
/ 
a man.. One, for ·example, said, "The courage & minde is as·.· 
much to b~e respected · as ,the bodye, 1142 and another said, 
"Jvlen .of -meane stature~ are for the most part more vigorous 
and courageous; .•• and· commonly excell great bodied· n1en in 
swiftnesse and ·running, which is a matter in a sou.ldier 
verie requis/ te and commen~~ble. 1143 . Falstaff• s rem~rks 
L L ;.,4 • imply that he favors the modern view. For example, ,1'Care 
I for the limb, the thewes, the stature, bulk, and big 
asse1nblance of a 1nan! . Give me the spirit~ J1--1aster Shallow'' 
. : · .32· 
. ' 
. . 1" 
q 
f 
<i !!•lY.· III.ii.276-278) •. Falstaff speaks like an enlighte.ned 
r 
captain and with· connna·nd of irony in saying, ''And for a 
retreat; how S\1ift1y will this Feeble the woman's tailor' 
. /. ~-., .. _._. J:L.··• •• ·~·.·· • . ,_,,_;:-, ·~ . ···~·· .. --.. ' .. --,..,. 
o, give me the s'pare rnen, and spare me _the great 
ones'' (11. 286-?88). ~lso, in choosing Feeble and rejecting· 
Bullcalf, Falstaff ignores the classic.al theorists who ... 
. . 
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In cho9sing 4 Wart, ''a· li~tle, lean, old, chapt,~ ~Qald 
·" - ' . 
r. 
. 
shot, •t F~lstaff again prefers the more recent doctrine that 
., 
' .. 
recommended tl1e nimblest and .sm.allest men f o; the lighter 
\ 





• -•• the mo-re nimble to traverse their grounds, 
and. to stoope to their peece.s, and to take 
all advau~tages· of g~oundes, and-of th~ 
smallest sorte and size of men, because 
they should be the lesser markes in the 
sights of their enemies in skirmish ne4r, 
athand. 45 
~~- ~ 
Finally, Falstaff seems t·o suggest ironically.that he 
does not heed the .rule on the age of conscripts. In _1577 
Elizabeth· authorized conscription of all me·n between six-
teen and sixty. 46 . Nevertheless, Falstaff directs .Mouldy 
to "stay_ at· homer till you -are past service,'' and Bullcalf 
to "grow till you come unto it'' \11. 267-269). _ Evidently, 
. ' 
Falstaff is a very ·liberal recruiter who pays little atten-
( 
tion·to rules, especially those prohibiting bribery and the 
.abuse-··of conscription •. 
As he selected his recruits., Falstaf·f revea~e4.,_the 
attitude typical of captains who· padded. the .muster-rol·ls. · 
Jn voicing his decision to. conscript Shad·o~, Falstaff made 
~~-
.. .............. .. ·······-··· 
.. 
--- .. . . a· 'very- sigriif~f~Wt pun: ''Shadow will. _serve for. summer; 
pr~ck. ~im, for \\Te· have a number of shadows to _fill up the 
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names of men that were.borne upon the muster .. rolls ~n or(ier 
that. the captain might pocket ·the money provided to clothe 
and pay them. 47 The padding of mus_ter-rolls v,as regule:trly 
done, and it was a blatant violation of tl1e S.,catute ·for 
the Taking _of Musters (1557). For e,?tample., when an entire 
force of -the shires was called to service in 1570, the 
. 
~ Fr~_~ch Ambassador report~d that 120,000 men~were ready to 
take the field in diffe~ent parts of.the country~ Yet the 
· 48 muster-rolls had a combined total of 600,000 men. 
The pay and- clothing allO\\l'ance for soldiers were dis--
. gracefully i -small., ·f The soldiers' subsist enc~· .money was 
ev-en more scant because the off ice rs very often pocketed.· 
l~rge ·shares of it·. Hol.inshed co~ends _ Ri~l1ard, Earl of 
Arundel, who honestly and diligently attended to his ·~sold-· i l \.. iers' needs in .1387. The.Earl's performance of duty is 
. 
. 
contrasted with the "evil example of ·others,'' who ~11ired 
the "tag and rag'' for ''small \\fages'' and put the rest of the 
money allowed them into· their o\,n1 purses. 49 Shakespeare, 
' no doubt, had read this information, for it appears in the 
~ 
account-of.the reigI1;,of Richard II, which Shakespeare 
' . - . . . ... ~ . 
. . . . ..... - . . . . . . ·- ...... ' . -- . . 
followed with ieti<:~1:_0~f:; f!_<:l€:!.!!Y in writing· Richard !!• 
,, 
Probably Sl1akespeare had Holinshed' s record and similar -~ ... . .. 
. 
' conte1n·pora'ry 'con1D1ent~ries in mind when he composed the 
t.· .•· --·----------·- ----·-----·-
-· ··--- --· .. 
... ,. ___ ···- .. ·-··· 
· passage of Falstaff that contains the startling admission, 
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\ 
12-S2). Falstaff explains tl)at his soldiers are as ugly 
as dead bodies or scarecroi1$, a.lid just as useless 1 because . . . 
" . 
. . he c..liose then1 to f ill·-the places,. of one l1undred fifty suit-
able men.who had paid-him more than ·three hundred pounds to. 
be excused from service. 
Falstaff admits that he further abused his victims by 
,, 
. ..:,, 
· ignoring their _need for clothing., They look so bad that 
Falstaff jlimself is ashanied to be seen \fi th them: 
_, - ---·-----·· . ·--·- ·- ' 
. ~ .• 
I'll not march through Coventry with them, 
l' 
that vs flat: nay, ·and the villains march 
wide betwixt the legs, as if they had .;, 
11> • 
gyves on; ,~for i_n.deed· I had the most of 
,th~m out of prison. There's but a · shirt 
· / and a hal·f in all my company; and the half 
shirt is two napkins tacked together and 
th.rown over- the shoulders like a herald's 
coat 'without sleeves; an4 the shirt, to 
say the truth, stolen from n1y host at 
Saint Alba.n's, or the red-nose innkeeper . 
o( Daventry. But that's all one; they'll 
. ~ find linen enough on every hedge. 
:\.·' 
35 
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In this passage, Falstaff sounds like those officers t\fho 
- -- ,, ___ .. ----- -· ·-·· .... ' - ··----- .. ---
.. knew ·'that their men"WOUid h.iVe tO ~tea1 1,b:ltever clothing 
····--·--·--·-·· . . . r.;_ 
they could because 1 the o,ff icers .had no intention of sup-
,,~ 
p1ying uniforms o~ clothes for t·hem. Barn·abe· Riche 
,. •. 
i 
.. 1 . ~' 
,, 
'i 
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cri ti_ci-zed such wtongdpings in 1574. He indicated that 
soldiers were· worit to -- steal wash· from laundry ·hanging out 




I , . victims of unscrupulous officers who <?Perated within a 
disorde.rly and n~glig~nt military system. Though many 
soldiers were confirmed thieves, others.were driven by 
neces-sity to be8. or to steal clothing and equipment and 
then sell it~ The situation was. so bad in 1588 that Eliza-
beth ordered all buy~rs of military equipment to subrnit it 
to authorities who would inspe·ct it and then, if the in-
:~ 
· spection warranted, would apprehend the soldier ... salesmen 
· who ·had stolen the goods. 51 
~fuen Hal sees Falstaff with the poor company he is 
·. 
taking to Shrewsbury, the prince says, "I did never see 
such pitiful rascals" (1 H.IV IV .ii. 70)~. - Falst.af f · con-· 
- --'· 
.. 
siders their pathetic appearance.only long enough to assure 
I-Ial that the men did not adopt poverty and bareness • 1n 
imitation of their captain. Falstaff would never be so 
base as to disregard his owri appearance. 
. -
.J . 






. . . ~ 
. ' . 
during the time he was supposed to muster troops, he 
devoted ml\ch of---l1is time t9 securing fine clothes· for him-
, ..... . ·-··· ·-';,J,,:·.-,·-:-.;-,,'-;;-"-···~:"_ .... ~~".; .. /,._ . .,, ..... ;, .. , - ··;-
.. 
~ . ~-- ' .. . . 
, ,,,,.,.-c.o"' CCC ·seif'.j ·,;What saiti t~1aster Dombledon about the satin for my 
.... 
short cloak and m~y slops?" (I.ii .• 32-34). In his vairi 
beha,fior Falstaff i~ like· many Eliz~.b~than captains \,rho 
showed a· propensity fo:r, exquisit~ uniforms \\l'hi.}.e their 
m 
: 
. soldiers. went almost bare. 'The difference in dress 'bet\teen · 
' .. 
' \ 
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martial. discipline :tn the sixteenth ce~;tury.52 Riche, Si·r Joh,;t ... Smythe, 1'.iattbet.ttT Sutcliff·e, -~ir' Tl1omas Digges, C 
and Robert Barret all deplored the behavior-of officers 
who dressed very we11· themselves but ignored thei~ condition of their men. 53,,,.-· 
\ ', 
j 
I,n. our· summary of the perverse behavior of Elizabethan 
. . 
. \ officers like Captain·Falstaff we should consider their 
' i 
r most odious means of stealing 1uoney---the collecting -of 
" 
. ''dead pays.'' Dead pay is pay cqntinued in the name-· of a 
soldier actually dead or discharged.and appropriated by 
the officer. 54 Because a captain could collect pay for a 
full company, even though it had been seriously depleted 
in battle, ·unscrupulous office~s considered the loss of 
many -men to be a very fortunate
1 
-event _through v,hich they 
could enrich themselves. Often they disregarded the wel-' 
fare of the men committed to them and actually •• ••• devised -. 
som~verie daungerous enterprise to employ. t~eir bands and 
companies in, to make p,roof e, how manie in. such exploytes ' 
should leese their lives, that they might enrich themselves 
., 
.• "ly:, 
by their dead paies.r,55 
_, 
··-··---····"· .. ~~~--.,.-,,-,,,,., .. , .. ,, .. ,, ... f,'~ .• Although Falstaff does n~t explicpitly achnit tl).a.t he 
deliberately led his force i~to~disaster in order to be 
able to, collect a.t'dead pays,'' \~e haye r~_aso~ ~o l?~l~~ye ____ ~-- - __ 




_that.·he w~is ___ glad· he lost at lea-st-one 1 hundred -forty~seven 
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------' ·--- . --· -- - f' -
oi'der to, make money Falstaff rej~Cted gc;,od prospects for\_.,, 
the army and conscripted o,;ie hundre-d fifty ''tattered st 
-prodigalsti instead. He, referred to his ·men as 11fo9d 'for ~ 




- ' for the ~lives of the men. When Falstaff returns from the 
scene of battle, he says without remorse, "l have led my 
ragamuffins where they are peppered: there's not three 
of my I1undred and f i£ty left alive; •• -. i' (t !!•!!· V .iii. - · 
36-38). In_order to lose so. many men, Falstaff certainly 
must have led them into the fiercest area of fighting. 
- Surely Falstaff had no honorable motives for doing such 
a_ thing. His soliloquy on honor indicate-s./ that he \4/ould 
never risk sacrificing his ·1ife for something so worthless 
as honor. It is not_ likely that he ~nd ltj.s men simply 
happened to ·oe i·n a c,:itical position when violent fighting 
- J 
-began there, for· Falstaff.was too much concerned for his 
·-··-
own welfare to stumble carelessly around a battlefield. 
(.\~.'< .. 
· ·The ref ore, we n1ay conclude. that he led his men into the ,.-
heart of a battle because he.knew. they would be peppered 
t there, and he knew, also, that they were worth more to him 
dead than alive. 
''.'•' .. :,';-lt,,-:··i:: .. "--_--::<,--:::··,· ·,.·,...----
38 
,.._ .· .. -.-~.. . .. ~ . .-~,.·-····,·· ,;". ·-·-··'-' ., .... ,,-:." ;.· :. ·.- -.... ."- .. ,:.· _.,_;' .. :.., .. --·:_'",,.;··.:.··:,.,;-:.~,- -~-· --· 
,,. __ , .. _, __ .,, .. ~-'-''~''."'-,·,----·-··-~--.·---~·---~-~----·-''or· course,··pa·lstaff' did ·take some risk: by mov.ing his. 
.\ 
" 
men into battle. He, too, might have been killed. But. -
probably he protected-himself in a way similar to that· 
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Modern captains whose charges have . 
.... 
_cons-isted onlie. of ·footmen, have· 
,-.·· . 4. - .. 
a.;. .. , 
~. . ~~ l.presentlie upon ·tl1eir squadrons 
'.~·· 







........ --~. _ .. --
. -~ •.. .. . " 
. { 
.· formed, and approach· _or sight of the 
.Enemie) mounted uppon horses or swift 
· ·. Carrires, aD:d either have a-ccompanied 
their foatmen upon the f lanlces Qr 
rereward, being so well mounted, or 
els have put themselves irito some 
bands of horsmen ••• tha t uppon anie 
hard accident ·they· might be readie .. 
' 
(leaving their sol.diers to the 
slaughter J to save themselves rather 
with the f.orce of their heeles and 
·,., 
spurres, then 1,vith any di11t of sword, 
which amongst· manie otl1er, hath been 
one special cause that there have - . 
• ,d'/i)J L,, been so great numbers of soldiers at 
divers times consumed and slaine, and 
,_ ... - --·--"---.. ·-·--- ---·· ~~ never anie ch.iefta1nes' nor any otl1er 
:r--- . ·'. 
of our such men of \\'atre.56 
' . :·.-.-.··.;,.·-·-;·;,- ,-.-.,···-.;.\;".~~.,:-.... ·. ·.;:·..:-.:.-·--···-~.:-~ ~---:----,---.----:--::;.-··--"·.· ··-·...:...·.·- - -··,···• -·· ·.,, ... ·~: ·.- ... -..·~-· ·• -.· .. ·. 
. 
-
... ' Whether or not fat Falstaff was· able. to. mount· a horse 
-
C in orcfer to escap~ is a .proble·m we need not ponder. There 
. 
- - . . 
-···'·-····-··-··'' -------.. ···--····-- ···-··-·····- . . . ' . ·.·.' '' ' 
is no mention in the-,'play of his .riding ,3.way f rol!'l battle. 
Surely, though,. Falstaff would have been able to slip a~ay , 
f ·,;.. 
. . I' 
' J 
,. 




. · ,, .. . . ---------------
"' 
... 
to the side of o~ behind his men, and then~abandon them 





/ Again, there is no proof that Fal·st·aff led hi_~ _1!-1~!1-___ ~!? ___________ ~--
.:?' 
.. _· __ 'il .. _· __ ... 
·· destruc·tion in- order to collect ''dead pays" later. Never-
' -..... 
r theless, it appears tha·t he did so. The Elizabetfian··--auai-.;. 
•. 
ence probably assumed that Falstaff intended to..-collect 
''dead pays. tt Th.is malpractice was .. as familiar to them. as 
all of the others th.at Shakespeare ascribed to Falstaff. 
Thus far \te have seen that Falstafft1·s performance as 
a wartime captain patently illustrates the reprehensible 
conduct of the majority of Elizabethan capt~ains during 
time of 1,1ar. DurinJi {>eacetime and ·between ca111paigns, 
also, the officers and soldiers beh·aved ·ind~sc:riminately, 
and Falstaff behaves in; London exactly ~s tI1e real-~i~-e _ 
army men did. In several scen~s in both· plays, Falsta'f f 
enjoys rest and recreation with his .soldier-comrades and 
lady~loves with whom he carouses, brawls, wenches, cheats 
During the Elizabethan age sensuality was vie\qed 
.r~ther le-niently, especially in a bachelor- and a soldier. 57 
{I 
·TI1e. sold.ier was regarded as a promiscuous individual tihose 
·~ "' .. -






















as in some modern ar1nies, soldiers were encouraged either -~ ... 
··-··-----t' 




to remain unmarried or leave their wives at 11.omeo: G and to 
-s.upply the def icien_cy i,ri th some convenient~ temporary · 
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.arrangements. -When Mistress qu·ickly · publicly accuses_ 
.... ' 
Falstaff.of breach of promise·(~ !!•!Y. II-~i.92~112), the_· .. ··, 
' ~~ 
Lord Chief Justice·· comments, ''You have,~ as it appea·rs to· 
me, practiced _upon the easy-yielding spirit of, this wom_an, . 






. :_~ . 
(11. 125-127) •. A little la-ter .we see Falst·aff and Doll -
Tearsheet together,,,anticipating a night of carnal.pleasure 
' 
. 
-(2 H.IV 11·.iv.231-314). 
---
Although a soldier's promiscuity- was tolerated .to some 
"I 
eJ,ttent, his ·excessive drinking was"' scored by serio.us observ-
ers who associated the drunkenness prevalent among soldiers 
with the growing licentiousness of th,e times. VJriters like 
Digges, Sutcliffe, and ·Knyvette attacked ''the beastlie 
custom of drunlcen Car rousing. ,,59 Sutcliffe says of dr-unken-
ness, '' ••• and I would to God that captaines a-nd. officers 
of companies were free from it."60 ·. Falstaff is "not a 
., 
drunkard, but he drinks sack excessively and roisters with 
rowdy companions. · 
Because there were no spe·cif ied provisions for ·unem-
ployed, disabled, or aged ve.terans, many became bullies, 
parasites, and highwaymeti.61 Falstaff's friendship with 
. ._ ___ ._..,; 
,' 1 
; -_• .• · ·;.• .. :,-_.-.-c-;.:·, :·:c--:-·: --.,-. ,-··!CC::._:~--~,;;:.-:-.-.-;·::---·,;. ·,:.1:..--::,-.c.'c;, ;;..-').::,·.: ;t-:-.~--- .. :;,:-,·-
Shallow and his lo-ve-making with }llistress Quickly indicate . 
. II 
- ~f 
that tl1e fat captain sought their money. as much as their 
a·ttention, and his escapade at Gadshill" 1r1as partly motivated 
dishonestly. .. ,-._~_._,..;ti. 
. . 
'. ~- · . 'ii:. 
··~. f ' 
.. 
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. ·, , - .. 
. . 
--~- . When we f i-rst see Falstaff in a He .. 11;rx Il.; ·he· is playing 
\. 
the role- of wounded.hero. He does, it is _true, have gout 
. ! 




or pox, ·and he tells us he-will turn· ff'i1diseases to c~~o~d.~!Y_•.'~_-_.· ___ _ 
. '• 






•• • ·• • "'·- • ....... ,- .. ., ·• • , •. ,.J. • ·-· ·••·---es•• 
--- ·--------···---·-· · ··, tfre wounded veteran had li.ttle chance- to lodge in one of -
- - ----- ,._ ..... -.. -----------~ 
~ .. 
~-- ~~ - -- ··-~~~ ---.....---·~· - - ... -~--··· - " . - .... ~---,~~---- -t11e few inadequate. hos-p.ita:is for -the maimed, and only a 
. (I 
small numb~r ~f. dese~ingi veterans rece_ived. scant pensions. 62_ 
---But, Fa_lstaff ,·. relying on his wit.s, certainly intends to 
get· some re\813.rd for his gallantry. "'Tis no matter if I do 
halt;'' he says_, ''I have the wars for my colour, and my 
pension shall __ seem the more reasonable'' (~ !!'·!Y. I.ii.279-
2'81). Falstaff ·is not· singularly hypocritical in his · 
.. pehavior. Official document~ indicate that soJ_diers some-
times feigned illnesses and injuries in order to gain· 
compensat·ions. 63 
When I.Jal f inalfy rejects .Falstaff, .he promises the . 
disappointed knight a ''competence for life ••• that laclt of 
means enforce you not to evil'' (l !!~~ll V.v.71-72). The 
reJection dashed Falstaff's grea_test hope-~to enjoy years 
·, 
tr-· 
of pleasure and license as the king's favorite--out Pal-
.' 
. 
staff, nevertheless, got more security than most of his 
-
•" 
·--.. -"'-.... ,_ ... _...-.-~ 
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< 
•• 
.Earlier, Falstaff made a statement on._the veteran• s -
. 
· plight when he predicted the. fate awaiting his company_ts 
· ·two or three survivors: "~~.they; are for the town_•~ end, 
--·---------.. -~---"·---~---------------t-o----beg·-··dur·ing·· .. :! ..if et•·· \ i H~·rv · v. 1·1~137-1-38 ,-.· F alst af f in-. - . ' - - ...._ . ' 
'· 
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. beg to wounded:· veterans. They" were granted~ for r~a limited .. "" 
... 
. . 
time and tis_~ally restricted the beggar~ to a· specified towri 
., 
.. "'"'.-~ .... or county ... For·· ~xample, in .1592 the council. issued a six 
. ---··--·------··-· ·--·-.. --.- ..• -.. --· ---·-···· 
.. .... 
- . . -
- ·-·- - ··- - ----· -
months' license to Thomas Smith ''to- collect. the devocion 
,. 
and benevolence of the inhabitants within the county of 
· Suf·f olk •.• without any ••• unlawful lets or interruptions, 
beha.-ving hi.mself orderly\as be cometh, a good and dutif ull 
. ) 
'-/ 
--- -subject •.•• 1164 It was unfortunate that Queen Elizaq_eth 
'·· 
\ She considered mag-had little concern for the soldiery. 
nanimous an act (1593)· that threw the relief of crippled 
or destitute soldiers.on their parishes. 65 She never 
s_eriously t·1;ieo. to alleviate the veterans' plight, and 
(} 
consequently the returning conscript b~came a social·nuis-
.)1 
ance .- Only those· a-s resourcef u.1 and bold as Falstaff could 
.. , . 
possibly look for comfort and rehabilitation once they. 
returned to a society that considered them outcasts. . . 
It is quite c_lear that Shakespeare -intended Sir.'John . 
< Falstaff to appear as a gen_uine army officer. · The de scrip-
t · on of Falstaff on and offtthe battlefield contains all \ . 
.. he comn1on elements of a soldier's· lif e--unjust recruiting, 
-
- ' . 
.. 
•':-: 
· _'military peculation, dubious war service, bra\vling, drinking, 
• ·- • ,_,.-•· .-· • ~ f' 
chronic insolvency and evasion of its consequences~·~anq. it 
r-··,, , 
6 
.. ,.<. ·-··-· ··--····---- -.:.~:···'-···-····· .... . ··-- ---- ..... 
-----··---------~--------- .. · . . is true----tl1at one can find in the I-Ienry IV plays Shalce-
., 
~:, . 
speare' s comprehensive depict ion of military. affairs ,in ... 
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r .. 
. The Vice in.Falstaff 
i 
Falstaff is more than a realistic .Eliza.be.than army 
officer. As Prince Hal• s companion he is the incarnation 
of hedonism that could demoralize the future king. -In 
I 
~ Henr.x !! Falstaff is opposed by the Lord Chief Justice,· 
\iho represents wisdom and responsibility. ·The sparring 
. 
. 
between th~,Lord Chief Justice and Falstaff ~hows good 
and evil forces in conflict and suggests tpat ~, Henr,r IV 
'· 
· is like a morality play in which Prince Hal must choose 
between disorder and misrule/ to which he is dra'lfvll by 
~ Fals·taf f, and order or jus·tice, to which he is, drawn by 
' 
.. 
his father and the-Lord Chief Justice. 1 Hal's decision 
' 
\, 
to reject Falstaff and be a worthy ruler (a !!•!Y. V.v.51-77) 
is like the decision of the morality play.hero to reject 
vice and embrace virtue .• 
In several passages in the plays Falstaff is explic-
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that grey iniquity, that father ruffian, that, vanity, 
0 
..... . fl 
' 
· yill.anotts abominable .misleader of youth'' (II.iv.508-509) 
. ~ . 
. 
' 
. call~ to minq. that a ~t1andard function of· morality vices 
.. a=,, -····· -
I . 2 '. 
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. ranti.ng of the he.to of ~~g ca·m6ises .~!. !!-IV.,II.iv.426J,i. 
·Who was prompted .to his crimes by the vice l~idexter. 3 
·When Falstaff threatens to beat Hal out of the kingdom 
- -·· ·,.· - ... -- .. - . . .... ·-· . ·- .. 
·--·-·--· -----···----- -- wi~h 0 a dagger of lath~ 11 (II.iv.151) ~e refers to a stand-
' 
' 
· ---------~--~--~~--~·---- -- a:rd- i·nstrti.ment used for ridicule on ·the English stage •. 
. The stage fool and .the ·.Vice in the interludes wore a rapi~r · 
or dagger i1hicl1 was 1nad.e of· wood and thus symbolized mock 
· courage. 4 References like this probably called up visual 
men10ries of -the stage business of late cycle plays and 
~ 
moralities which Shakespeare's ,-udience had seen.5 
That the morality had a wide audience in Elizabe~n·s 
England is indicated by the fact _that of forty-two plays 
. '
.. - printed between 1565 and 1585, seventeen 'y)Jere moralities, 
and of ,,sixty-five plays distinguishable in the Revels 
~ 
~ . 
i, Accounts ··as performances at court, fourteen were morali-
<) ties. 6 No doubt, other mor~lities were performed by the . 
small prof·essional troupes that travel.led the country. · 
The morality plays were of considerable importance tn/ 
.. Shakespeare's time, and the Vice was a popular figure on 
the .Englisbi stage. Although it is not the intention,of ' 'J 
this chapter to identify Falstaff with.a particular Vice, 
... --- --- •·.--;;_··--·;··-········· ----. -----· --·---· . - ... , . ._ .. -.. ~ . 
-
-· .. .----·.-··· -
. --··•/····· .... -..-----,·-···· .. ,. _,,.,..,.- -··----- ----.·--.-· ·: •.... .,.~ ----- ····-·· 
~--.' 
: it will sho"i that many of Falstaff's characteristics .belonged 
- - - --- -- - - -- - ---- - - -· - -- -- - -- --- - - - • ---- - -- - ••• --- - --- .. - - - • -0- - -
..•.... -·-- - -- .•.. also to the Vice. · '\ 
-~--
. ' - ,. .. - ______ :- .. 




' . The mo·rali ty drama originated in the fourteenth century. -
B·ased ~pon medieval serm~ns, the morality plays t,rere Jiomi-
letic allegories about the moral and spiritual condition·. 
' 
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clashed rin the struggle -to ·capture the--hwnan soul, -repre~ .. _ 
' 
. . 
sented by Manhood, Mankind, ~veryman, etc. 7 . 
Between the early f if{een1:h c~ntury a.tid Shakespeare's. ·. I'. 
.. ·-·· - ·-· -· ----····- ··~, ·····-. :·- ,.- . ·-·---· ·- -- .......... : 
-;;--:-:;·.-:- :,-.:·-:: -.-
.-
....... ·-·--·· ...... -·--·-., ............ _., .... . 
ti~e the morality write£s t,c·-~_u.rned to secul~r matters and _ 
L. , --
. --Introduced dramatic .eieme.nts -t·hat n1acte ,t.he -~plays -app-eal ____ -~--- ---
-
to- audiences seeking eniertainment more than edification. 
Abstract characters who candid.ly proclaimed_ that they were 
vices openly opposed_ to vir-tues in the struggle for man• s 
soul became concrete types who intrigued and employed de-
ceit to seduce an individualized hero. The t.heme of the 
~ 
. 
____________ : __ ~ . _______ ,. _____ pla-1.s shif_ted from conce~n with the eternal de:~tiny of 
··"'', 
man to con.side ration of man I s success or failure in this 
?-
&'I life. The broad moral scope of the early moralities was 
gradually narro1r,,ed as subsequent plays dealt with separate 
. j 
.. 1 
. topics that were not spiritual or sacred. The secular· 
... 
4" plays dealt with a variety· of subjects; :[\lf"gn.yfr,cence is 
a political allegory;_ The Nature of the Four .Elements 
--- - ---- --= -==----
substitutes for the moral conflict~a contest between study 
and indolence; and the earliest English drama to drat'\T on 
-
,;.:,;:~1-..•<.I 
chro~icles, 8 King_ Johan ~ca. 1540), deals with the conflict 
· between the throne and the pap~cy. The plots ~ere con-
. - ........ .. ·- .. -··:-,;;'"''' .• ,.•••;•-·:!;'"- .... . 
·• ••••••·•··'"• , • .,-·,.•>,• ,...,_;:C.,.,•.,_., •I.',,_.,.:-. ,,.,·.·,--".:..,'•••·,'--r"-- ,_.. _ _,, . ., . ., • • .,· ,- - ,•,· .,.,..,.,_,•~.,.._ ' _ _,,,.. .. _.,, .... ,-. ._:,· .•. • •' .• • . ··--·· ·-·--·~.::·--·~'---··-- ..•... ,-.. . . -
densed,_ and the plays became mo.re lively. They had -less 
· pio·us talk and more action,_ and the number of characters 
'-





r; .. _. 
-------------.. ~----~ - -was reduced. 9 ... -- ~-For exampl~, _The World and the Child (ca. 1522), 
,-
' which is one thous~nd lines_ long __ and has only five part-s-, ~ 
--















. ' (L 
) 
Castle of Perseverance (ca.· 1420-), which i_$_ · a.lm.cist four · ------- .....- " 
thousand lines long and has thirty-five.characters. 10 The 
.47 i , .!•:I;· 
. ' /; / 
1., • ' 
'.·, ,' . 
'.. . ~ 
;·{.;~=.-
. ) 
~ . \ ·.·. ...• /'.. 
_-2_ ____ _. - ---
··gravity of the ~rality piays _wa·s increa.singly overshadowed. ( . 
..- I•-· ' 
. 
.- .. -·· . -·- .. ·-·-· ~ . -- -~ -- . --·- -· -, -... ------ -----~-~--~--~~-----··by come·dy ·prov·ided ·bJr t·he · vice·s. · The ·continued appeal of 
~----
- ----··-. 
""- .------------~-·- -- -the moralities was due pr_imar.ily to their ·sEfcul-arizatio.n _____ .~ .. -,~,a-
" 
.. ·. 
and to th~ increased comic value of the ·vices. -~ 
/. From the beginning, morality plays were performed1 by_ 
travelling companies outside of church control. Because 
the players performed in inns and inn-yards, . they ·intro--
duced realistic hum.or that appealed to: __ people seeki11g 
entertainment as well as moral enlightenment. 11 In the 
earliest extant morality, Pride of Life {·ca. 1410), the .-· -
.. , 
somberness q_f the play' s study of retributive death is 
relieved by the merriment of a comic vice named Mirth, who 
capers and ·carols throughout his appearance on the stage. · 
Mankind substitutes for the conventional medieval abstrac-
tions figures \~ho are native English types thoroug,hly 
" localized in a rural community.12 New-gyse is a horsethief, 
Now-a-days is a· church-robber, and ~iischief clanlts his 
·-fetters as he joins in the effort to make a village criminal, 




. . . . - .· .... -"- ··.-- . ' . •J coarse humor ·similar to-. the antics of Falstaff's circle. 
... - ---- ,. ... ~ 
_, -,-· - . -
The morality vices became more recognizable hwnan 
t-y-pes a§ their behavior became more vivid and reali·st-ic-.--,-
- .:.~-=···_· ·. ~;:..:~---· ~-- .. -·· · ___ _ 
Instead of engaging in a 'pitched bat-tle as the- ab§jff.l._ctio_ns ____ ~---~"0
--
of the pageants did, the later vices deceived and flattered 
,-
\ ' 






















-mln ·in order ·to poss.,ss him. · The-ir intriguing added drama-· ~ \ . 
'• 
tic yitality to their increased· comic appeal,and made them 
theatricjlly f~scinating~~3 \ 
In each of the·moralitie~ one of the vices is sup~rior 
·. ,,. 
,,. 
- -~----·---~-- --~~--~·- · to the other s o 14 --···-·· ··--···-·--·· - --·-·· - .. ., . ····-· - ·--·· ·;;;.-For ~xample·, in The Castle of Perseverance 
.• .,·-· 
· .. ·- -
_..,.... ___ ___ 
. . ~-Covetou-sness has the prominent role, and in Nature Pride is 
the dominant vice.- 4s protagonist of the forc~s of evil, -
. · the princip~.1 vice created and sustained the intrigue and 
. 
. 
. ' comedy of almost every morality ·play. He came to be desig-
nated in play·er is lists and stage directions as the evil 
. d . d h . t 1 · d 
- V · l5 protagon1st an rece1ve -t e cap1 a 1ze name, 1ce. 
The Vice·. of the si"':teenth century mora:~ies ·represents 
the fusion of a group of minor \rices, who, from· the beg.in-
~ 
ning of the morality play, exhibited distinctly comic ',, ., 
. 16 
elements. His doctrinal, dramatic, and comic superiority 
cannot be overstated. The greatest theatrical appeal of __ 
. the 1norali ties "consisted of the continuous r\appo..rt through-
. . :;· 
f 
' ..• 
· o-ut the pl_ay between its most imIJor~t·ant evil persoJ?.age and 
the audience, 1,,rhom he .enlightens and amuses b.y conversing 
·with them in a series of dramatic monologues and sardonic 
- · 17 
asides.'' 
\ 
- --·--- - --·-------~-~~----~ ····--·---·-·· 
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- _ .. ,--~ 
' comic intriguer, -the~ice, to whom Falstaff is related i'n . 
( •. 
~pirit • They both function as a- moral .. rlii_$_le.ader .and.- .a .... ~~-
--·---=-·-----=-·--= 
• 
'· humorous .speaker .and- actor. A constant feature of the 
(J 
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and hi~ :characteri:stic activl. ty • 18 · In .! Henrx !! F'alstaf f .. ~. ~- .. -· . . 
. 
a 
. ad.mi ts to Hal that· purse-taking is his profession,-- ~nd he._ 
- ---- - .; -· - . .,_ -- - -
. ~· 
"' 
. - ·' 
( . 
ins3.-sts that I-Ial, on beco·miµg king,· p<~rmit him and his 
companions to steal with.impunity (I.ii.25-117). In his . 
. . 
most famous soliloquy Falstaff announces that he neither 
Ip. ~ Henr_.X IV. has nor desires honor· (1 H.IV Voi.127 .. 144). 
- -· 
he proclaims, "I am not only witty in mrself j b·ut. the cause 
that wit is in other men" (I.ii •. 10-11). \fuen he learns 
that Henry 1v· has died, Falstaff boasts with th·e confidence 
typical of the Vice prot1_g of his wiclced influence, · "Let us·. 
~ take any man's horses; the la\iS of England are at my com-
mandment. Blessed are they that have been my friends; and 
woe to my lord chie(-justice ! "· (2 H. IV V. iii.142-145). . 
. ·- - c--. 
. 
.. 
Paradoxically, although the Vice blatantly,proclaims 
his wickedness, he often tries to conceal his real nature 
. . 
. 
· from other characters in the play· by wearing a disguise, 
taking a different name, weeping, and assuming piety.19 
Fals~aff, too, dissimulates. , In the play-acting scene· 
. '( 
with Hal, he calls himself ''true Jack Falstaff" (1 H.IV II. 
. ---iv.523). To convince Bardo~ph that he is a poor, innocent ; 
I . - . 
old man, Falstaff laments.,_ "Company, villanous company, 
. 
. I' ~-c-•-,.,.at 
hath been tl1e spoil of ~e" (1 H.IV III.l.ii .• 12). -In answer. -~ -..r,;i ... ~ "-













to the Lord Chief Justic-e I s charges that he misled the 
·--p_rince, Falstaff again: pleads poverty -·and innocence· and r 
-· 
~ insists that I-Iai has led him astray ~nd that · all -~f .England 
abuses_,genui,ne v·irtue these days (g !!•IX I._ii.160-225)~ 
. .;;-, 
I 
. . .... 
• ,,• • • - I 
-
-
- ; • ~~·-'c 
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/ 
_) 
Reg4rdless of the );lumorous quality o~ t,he Vice's 
dissimulations, .he -is alw~ys regarded as an intriguer 
. Whose intentions are serious and thl:e;tening, 20 and persons ... 
who are not comedians in the moralities denounce him. 
~ 
. Shakespeare clarifies. the dangerous aspect o·f Falst·aff by 
having I-Ial say in words representing tb.e counsel of tp.e 
1! king to his son· that Falstaff- is cunning,, crafty, and 
villainous in all things(! ~·!'Z Ilciv.494~504). The king 
·· hiljlself expresse~s serious concern about the ruinous effect 




The blood weeps.- from my heart wh·en I do 
-
. 
shape in forms imiginary the ~nguided 
days and rotten-times that you sha11 
look upon when I am sleeping with my· 
,·,·,tlll ... l • .\i 
ancestors. For when his headstrong 
· riot hath' no curb, when rage and hot 
blood are his counsellors, when means 
_and lavish ·manners meet togetl1er, O; 
with what wings shall his affections 












;(2 Ii.IV IV.iv.58-66} ; • 7 .~- --.--- .. - .• ~-, .- -·-- --- - ---···-:, 
--
. 
Throughout the plays Falstaff's obvious· in.tent ion ~s 
. 
. ~ ~-- ..... -----~ -~----------------"· --~---
_t 
-,-- t.o secure his own life of ease by an1using and influencing_ 
·Hal so that the future king of England will license his 
; 
. :i-rtesponsible, amoral way of .life. In the second scene ! 
of .! ~enry IV we hear Falstaff trying to extract .. f,tom Hal 
/f 
' ·.· ..._, .. __ ,:·,·· 
-. 
• , 
. 'I..; .! 









. • -• . -·-··- ,.,.. .. ,, ' . - .• '. - d<··-·--:·,-·-~~ ... --..--. :·· .. . 
" . 
. .. 
I a promise thft after the prince ascends ·t~e: thr~ne,_no law -
will restrict him (I.ii .• 25~70). And· in the final scene qf 
-~ ~en;rI, !! Falstaf·f. is frankly .. confident that his long 
. \ sought license is at hand (Viv.5-50). Falstaff's int~ntion 
is like that o.f the Vice, who . 
... 
--
· 51 .· -
_.,, ... 
-- ~ -- -. . ,. . . . 
appears as .tpe embodiment of worldliness 
and sensuality and is -free from all _ 
restraints of religion and from all 
bonds of moral ideals. He is concerned 
only for __ one thing, tha~ hun1ani'ty shall 
·-· - --~--- . . -... -.~·-. -..... ---·· ·- -
(, 
' " 
give free rein t~ his inclinations, 
. ~ not, .however, that a soul may be by 
!1J:j; 
this mea~ ruined, but that man 'may., 
' \, 
' 
be ·1ed to enjoy an existence of 
freedom and pleasure, th~. v·icious_ 
ideal of happiness being in every 
p 
sense the rev·erse of the spiritual. 21 
The morality·-vices often manifest fear of their ad-
versaries, v-1ho represent- goodness and prudence. In The 
Trials 9.,f_ Treasure, Inc'lination, who had boaste·d of his 
~-
courage~ flees at the sight of Sapience~ Corage_and Greedi-_-
. 
~ 
ness in The Tide Tarrieth No Man are afraid to face Christi~ 
·.,,; ,.. ,•' 
. ) 
.· ··- ---- ----. 
~-
e s: a, 
........._, on, . " . .. .. . . - ... -·· . . . . . -
.......... ,- ............... ,_ .... _ .. ____ --·--···-----··--~····-····-
-- .anity and pasS him by, pretending not· to see him.~2 Their 
.?; 
-· 
behavi9r is analogous to Falstaff's. · His nemesis in 
--- -~· !!eP.F.:t !! is_ tl}e LOrd Chief Justice, who wishes to punish 
him for misleading Prince Hal (_I. ii .142-144). _ \~en Falstaff 
is warnep, by his page that the Chief Justice _js approaching; 
._.,.__ 
'·'. 
. . ~ 
; .. , .. , .. .Jo, ... , .. J.L .. ,..J .. , ... , ....... , .... L .. L . .,_.~ ..... ,.,lt.~.i .......................... ,, .. "-" -.J., 
' '-r . .-----· 
. . 
., 
-, .. '.· : . . • - • • v\ • ••·~ -• •' ' • ,, ' . - '• -. .!, • - ••. . ........ - - .-. 
, 
~ .. . ,,. . . •,. - ::-- : ' .- . . ' .-- ~ ,,.. ... 
' --
... / 
.. 4 ·' 
·his· immediate :response. is, t•Wait .. close; I will not see ,,, 
. · him" \I.ii.64J. · Theil he feigns deaf.ne-s-s in order -co avoid 
~. ·· his arch-enemy •. But his efforts ,,are in vain, and Falstaff 
has to listen to his adversar-t 's wa-rning that unless I1e 
mends his 1,rays ~e. will be pµnisned. -- •, ..... 
. ' . 
-' 
Alth9u~h the ,V.ice_"invari~bly is. defeated at the end 
of the morality plays, he is not sensitive to feelings of 
guilt.· He is not· depicted with a ~onscience. · Falstaff, 
too~ is a cha~~cterwithout conscience. His pleasures are 
amoral and consist of release from all personal and national 
. responsibilities. When he is rejected by the new king,· 
who is determined to lceep order in the realm, Falstaff 
fails to recognize the .significant finality of the rejec-
,f -
:tion. Reminded by Shallow that he owes the Justice, t,luuo, 
falstaf f replies, ••Fea,; no colours: go wi:th me to dinner: 
come, Lieutenant J:'isto·l; come, Bardolph: I shall be sent 
for soon at night'' \~ !!oIV. V.v.93-95)··· Regardless of the 
statements in Henr;z. V that Falstaff died of a broken hear-t . . =~ cot:) 
. 
(III.i.122-lJUJ, .there,_ is no .indication in the Henry IV 








·The Vice to whom Falstaff can most readi,ly be related 
---··--·· -- ,. ... --· .. -·--··--""········-- -······- .. -----.-·.-·---··-·- .. ------····'-··--·· ....... . 
• 
is Gluttony./ lial sums up Falstaff• s. physical and mental 
.. p 
characteris~~~~_.when ht?,-_ .. 4ecl~~~-~ ... -·.· U]. ! ~e»~.X.. ,JY:,.:~--7~-=,=:=,.-.: - ~--- -~----- ~-- - ... .:.:_ - - " - - -,~--,-- ~~· 
·likeness. of an old f_at .man; ·a tun of , 
""' 
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.~· 
man is thy companion: Why dost thou 
converse with that trunk of humours, 
. • 
that bolting-hutch of be.astliness, 
• 
. ~ ~ 
that swollen parcel of dropsies, that 
huge bombard of. sack·, that ·stuffed 
~loak-bag of guts, that roasted 
.. ~ ' 
1vianningtreC¥1tx with the pudding in his 
beliy, that reve-rend vice, that grey 
iniquity, t~at father ruffian, that 
·vanity in years? Wherein is he goo.d, 
but to taste sack and c:kin1c it? Wherein 
<-. 
~eat and cle.?-nly, but to .carve a capon 
, 
and eat' it? wherein cunning, but in 
craft? _wherein crafty, but· in villany?_ 
,., 
wherein villanous, but in all things? 
.. 
wherein worthy, but in nothing? 
(II.iv.489.;.504) 
·""'·· ,;.· 
These attribute$ of Falstaff are constantly before the 
53 
• 
.. - .•• -·-· ., .• _ •• , ·- ""~ •c-- . -·· • . . -···- ....... ---·· 
.. - .• ....!-~ . - . - -- --·--·-··--
1. ·) . 1., • 
audience.· lvluch of the comedy of the plays is on the incon-
! -·· ~. gi;~!.tY .. 2f·Falstaff'sC?_~4 a.g~ with his corporeal_, fleshly 
:--------·--····------. ···-····-- -···:. --· .. :. ,,, ... e.•SC--•··""···~·-··-·----~·-··-----, -~······ 
desires. Falstaff is portrayed throughout the plays as a 
fat, white-haired sensu,alist. 
l 
In many-moralities all of the ,pleasures of the senses 
\:)" 
,. 
·--,.,.,., . _.,.. 
•,..... . . --
are p~l:'sonif ied i~ a gluttonous ch~~acter \,rho i$--f<J.t a.ncl · ____ .. _____ - ____ ;_. _______ -~~-= 
--·----···-···-·.·. ·.-···.·--- . ··----- ·--- -.-,=-~-' ---=----c,_~ •• ·----=--=."-·-~···· ..,,_._,·..c_·.,=-=c·,·--==··-:---·_ -- - - - - --- -
' lecherous. ----· ~ In Nature. Gluttop.y. i~ -a leche-r and .a lov.er .. of -------=--- _____ · ------------~~ 
fine foods. Sensual Appetite of The Nature- of the .Four .. 
.. -~,·-.·· .. •·. ~ • • ,":'I, • 
: ·. .. 
J .. 
" 
&!2.&AXA&UZ®&.222.-.. -··· ... ... ,.. . . .. , . , . . -. -... . " ...•.•. ., . ... c· ... •···· ..... , .•.. ·: . .. ... I ..... i ( . I ..... 
,, ' 
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Elements appeals to all the sen$es of .Humanyte -to lure him 
-" 
! .. 
·· into a tavern to enjo_y sor'did delights. In The Trial of 
. ~ 
-·-~· --~- . -- ... ---- ~ . -·-····· --·-·-·· -
Treasure Gredy-gutte,. because of his huge size, is the 
.•· 
butt of _the jests of his f·e11ows, such as In~li~?:~ion, who 
calls him 11the cowe bellied lmave .. 1123 - All of these aspects 
t:-.· 
; 




. comedy of the Boar's-Head Tavern scenes depends on the 
hilarious lack of restraint of Falstaff as he drinks and 
f 
. ~ calls for sacl{, engages in ba\,rdy conversations. and illicit 
love play .with )1istress Quickly and Doll Tearsheet, and 
boasts, banters and argues i,rith his ro1fdy companions. 
Princ'e Hal and Poins .. -and the audience-.-have many laug·h$ 
»at the expense of their "fat rogue,'' ''whoreson round man,_.,, 
• 
"fat· paunch, 11 Falstaff. 
After Falstaff fled i~ ridiculous fright from the· 
disguised prince and Poins at Gadshill (1 H.IV. IIoiiJ, 
. . ..... ---=== 
. .· .. 
he had tl1e consummate audacity to 1 bra,g to them later that 
he had fought courageous~y against a hundred opponents ) 
(I1.iv.179ff.J. cowardice and bragging also are attri~~~ 
of the fleshly Vice in several moralitieso 24 Sensual 
Appetite in !h~ Nature 2f. t
11
~~ Four Elements brags of ~the 
. numbers he has slain in combat. Subjected .. to the specif·ic · 
and discerning questioning of his 4f ellow vice, Ignorance, 
. 
~. he loses himself in ari exaggerat.ed and confused account 
"'· 
. .. .•. . •, 
. of .his "shre,,d fray" and exposes. himself· as· a coward and 
- --·-···········- --
. liar. 25 The dialogue suggests that of Falstaff with Hal 
and Poins in the tavern in· .East-cheap • 
·,.,:: 
. . -:~.--.. .,... -,,- . -~- ,-.· .. ,,._ .. . . 
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It is·evident· that Falstaff and the Vice,have·attri-
butes and actions in connnon. -· Yet to call Falstaff a Vice · 
. 
. would be to ignore. his reality and complexity. He is a 
- f·le:sh_ and bloo·d_ character, not a type, a·s the Vice i~. 
. . 
Nevertheless, the foregoing.examination of the morality 
play -and Vice inQicates that Shaltespeare. \ias influenced 
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Several times in the Henry_IV plays Falstaff is called 
. .. ·····-· . ----~· ·- ... ·--.. :.· ~ 
·Ji;:"· a ~-o.ol, · by the' Lord .Chief Justice (~ £!.J.Y.·,·11.i.208), and ·\ .. 
. . 
, . twice by H~l (_! 1i• IV II. iv. 252; ~ £!.·!Y, V. v. 52ff.) •. In. the 
·-1ast instance, Ha_l extends the. epithet v1hen he rejects his 
former cdmpa~~on: 
( 
. ~ ' . : 
.' . 
How' ill white hairs become a fool jllld, jester! 
I have long dream' d of such ·a lcind of man, 
" ' So surfeit~sweli'd, so old and Sb profane; 
.. 
But, beintg awaked, · ·1 do despise my dream • 
the fool·was'very popular ori the Elizabethan stage. 
- ' 
In many plays, both tragedies and· comedies, SI1alcespeare 
.. . 
uses a fool to exploit tl1e sense of hu~or of his audience·. 
•'· 
Alth-ough Falstaff is ·mu·ch mor~. intimately involved in tl1e 
1i 
Henry IV plays tP-, J~t·stage fools in other plays, 
I there ·are many -similarities between the fat ltnight and tl1e 
stage fool. 
The fool delights in i;idiculi.ng other ch.aracters and 
·••- ~ , .. -:<-"-,.•-~•·~ • -·---~·--~·· ."•.· . ., .... _ _. ·,;•· ••·· ,,·, ,. ·---··--·~-··- ·-··•,•,.·c-,·-c··-"•.·•-··-- .,., .. •. • ,, - • • - II, 
oft~~is the butt of foolery himself. 1 Falstaff looks 
forward to" keeping his princely .12atron "in continual laughter" 
. ·;. .. 
,. ' • •; '.·,- .!.. "'~>Cl T, "' ,.r, ••"/ • 
for weeks \ii th jests about· the simple minded Justice Shallow 
(2 I-I. IV V .·i. 69-95). He boasts of his talent .as bot.h source 
- -·--
and butt--1'.>f (oolery when ~e say~: \ 
.. . 
·, 
..• '. ~.-1· 
,.· .. 
:~··. 
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~en of all sorts take a pride to gird at.· 
\ 
me: the brain of this foolish-compounded· 
clay, man, is not able to invent any thing 
X 
. that tends to laughter,-·rn-ore than I inve.nt 
or is invented· on me-: .. - I am not only witty 
in myseif, but the cause that \\Tit is in 
.... · · other men. 





Falstaff often is the butt· of others 1 wit. For example, at 
... Gadshill, after stealing Falstaff's horse, Pains joins Hal 
·to terri(y Fal~taff so tha~ he flees roaring while ~they 
·~: . 
stand by ·and ·laugh hilar·iously (.! 1:!.IV II.ii)._ When Falstaff· 
falls asleep.b-ehind the arras in the .Boar's-Head Tavern, 
~ 
. Peto pitks his potket and amus~s Hal by reading_aloud the ' 
''grocery" list he f iiids that indicates Falstaff's debt ,for 
an ''into.lerable deal of sack" (1 H. IV II. iv. 579-601). ·~ · -~ ..... ---
-
_ \fuen Henry V rejects Falstaff, l1e orders him to ''r~p_ly. 
' 
, not to me with a· fool-born j~st" (2 I-I.IV V.v.59). The· 
---
order imp'l,.i~s Falstaff's f ool-:like jbility to save himself 
.. by witty rep~rtee. 2 Falstaff demonstrates his skill in this 








iv.307~380) and with the Lord Chief Justice (2 H.IV I.ii •. 
---
105-253; II.i.87~208) •. 
t. 
.,, A regular la_ughable device qf the f ooi is to call 
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' 'f: ." .. - .... •".. • 
; . 
aims a va·st · number of i·nsulting epithets at his comp~:µ.~ons. 
He calls Hal ''elf-skin '' 1'dried neat• s tongue_," ''bull is ,. 





Poins a baboon(~ ~.IV II.ive261J, he addresses-Mistress 
Quickly as ''pint-po.t'' (1 H"IV II.iv.438),and he labels the 
. ~ """'3 ~ . . . 
./ 
·red-nosed Bardolph "Knight of the Burning Lamp" (.!_ !!• IX 
· · III.iii.3''0). These ·examples are only ~ few- from the lengthy 
-
--
list of epithets used by Falstaff. 
Much of the f 00~ 1 s humor consists 9f word-play. Like 
the true fool, Falstaff perverts, repea ts,----and _2uns~ on words. 4 
a 
1-Ie has great fun vvith the ha.mes.of. the recruits he surveys 
at Justice Shallow• s. Of Shado\t he says,· "Shadow will serve 
for summer; prick him, for we have a number of shadows to 
:fill-up:.the musterbook." He calls.Wart ''a very ragged wart." 
He aslcs of "forcible Feeble,'' a· tailor, "Wilt thou make as 
·, 
many holes in an enemy's battle as thou hast done in a 
woman•spetticoat? 0 {2 H.IV III.ii.144-166J. Whe.n tl1e Lord 
..,d"-'·.---- . ' 




Falstaff, feigning deafness, repeats the last word'and 
absurdly pronounces i.t ''gravy·, gravy, gravy·" {2 H.IV I.ii. 
~ - ! 
180-182). 
y Paradpx and oxymoron are commonplaces of the foo'!l. • s . 
'S 
repertoire, 5 and of Falstaff's. Falstaff tells Hal, "Thou 
p.ast the most unsavot1ry similes and art indeed the most--
'l 
\ 
~omparative, rascalliest, sweet yourig prince'' (1 H.IV. -Z.ii: 
.. . . ---
. ~9-91). He attributes to Hal all of his own vice~·then 
. 
: - "{' 
... .' ~; 
. ~ 
. .. ,,,., ... ::-'' 
... 













.. , . '· : .,.. . ~-:.···· •'" .:"' ::·. ,._, 
. ... 
.. 
__ completes the contradicti9n by callin:g .h.lmself. kind, tr·ue, 
' 
1 a-nd valiant (1 I-I.IV II.iv·.437-527). That ·Fal ..s.taff :is a 
-·--
. · knight,_ military officer, and companion to the crown-pz:ince 
,· 
· of England is a major paradox. 
·- , 
· Falstaff, like _most fools, chops logic and p.arodies . 
. ,. ' 
the syllogism.6 Pretending to defend himself before the 
-king, he reasons speciously: 
But to say I kno~ more harm. in LP.alstaf O· 
. .,_ 
than in myself, trJere to say more than I 
know. · That he is 01a, the n1ore the pity, 
his white hairs do witness it;- but that 
he is, saving ·your reverence, a whore-
' 
master, that I_ utterly deny.· If sack 
-' . 
- and· sugar be. a _fault-, God lielp the 
,, 








. '":'f: , 
.... 
,.. 
~in, then many an old host that/I know · 
is damned: if to be fat be to be hated, 
' . 
then Pharoah' s lean kine are to be loved .• 
(1 H.IV II.iv.S,12-520) 
---




Hal, 'tis my vocation, I{al; 'tis no S'in for a man to labour. 
. . 
in his vocation" (1 I-I. IV I. ii-.116-117.). _ 
- -
In his-soliloquy on honor Falstaff reasons that since 
p . . 
- honor is -an in_tangible_ ~h~~g .. 9f P.9. use,_,to .. th.e 1,\TOunded. or .. 
-
._ dead, it is f1;uitl~ss to fight for .it (1 H.IV V.i.12.7~144). · 
---
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, . ·- .. --;-----,; . 
.. (2 H.IV IV.iv.91-135) are like the ludicrous monologue and 
·--
1\!, 
the apostrophe ·to an inariim~te obj_ect which. are standard 
·conventions of the fool. 7 
l'he fool was ri-ch in ridiculous explanations and 
anecdotes~ 8 So is .Falstaff. He swears· he fo·ught dozens 
at Gadshill and deicribes in detail the manner in which his 
imagined.adversaries retreated before his sword (1-H.IV II. 
---~ 
I . 
iv.205-~42) •. · Falstaff shows a fool's audacity by dragging 
the corpse of . Hot spur, who in Hal slet'1, to_ another part of 
th~ field \'\There~. he presents it to Prince Hal and claims · 





~iistress Quickly' s charge that he is a thief who ;broke his 
promi·se to marry her, Falstaff tells the Lord Chief Justice ,. ·-
- \, ... 
an invented story that the hostess has lost her wits and is 
,~'f' 
.sp~~arjing t~e belief that her eldest ,son looks like the 
Justice (2 H.IV II.i.113-117). 
---
Falstaff laments that ''Virtue is ·of so little regard 
in these costermonger times'' (2 H.IV I.ii.190-191). The 
---
moralistic tone and also the use of proverbs tl1at Falstaff 
inherited from h~s Lollard forbear, Oldcastle,9 contribute 
,, 
·to a· moclc-seriousness that ·1.s in the vein of the Elizabetl1an 
fooi. 10 
The stage fool rarely uses blank verse or elevated , 
_ discourse and generally "spe~k~ in prose or doggerel rhfme.11-
·- -. ------~ ...... - .. ·-·--.'~·-· ·--···. ~ ..• ,. .... ""'¥ - •• - ' . - . • , • • - • ·:-- .• .. . . . ... 
·--~-·--... --.4··-----·--··-····--··· .... ·--·-··-- . --- -- .. 
Again Falstaff is sim-ilar. There is li t·tle blank verse in.·· 
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·, Another. os.imilar·ity bet\1een Falst~ff and the .conven.tional 
.. \ 
··. ~fool ~is the fondness for song. The fool is.· readily ·asso-
.. 
ciated with songs and dancing. Falstaff asks Bardolph to 
"sing me a bawdy song; make-me merry"(.!. !!.IV III.iii~l5-16). 
In ~Henry IV (II.iv.36-3-8)Falstaff enters tl1e Boar's-Head 
. 
Tavern.· singing. -In the same scene he_ enjoys t·he music he 
ordered to be played while he romances with Doll (1. 246) • 
.,. 
Falstaff alludes to the- clown's b·est way of getting even 
when he threatens Iial, ''If I be ta ien, ffiecause you do not · · 
help me find my horse/ I j 11 peac_h for this. An I have not 
ballads made on you all .and sung to·filthy tunes, let a 




• Falstaff resemblesrthe Elizabethan fool, as well as 
• 
the ·captain l3 iri--his liking for fine clothes and t·he 
. ' ' 
exalted social rank they signalize.14 He promises to·buy 
luxurious apparel "Ior Doll (2 H.IV II.iv.297-300); he orders I) • __ ....._ 
.twenty-two yards of satin from Ivlaster Dombledo~ for his 
short cloak and slops (2 a.IV I.ii.32-55J; at Hal's corona-
- -
tion, Falstaff laments the lacl{ of "new ·liveries" for 





· The .Elizabethan fool, like the classical parasite, · · 
delighted in fruits, w11ines, and pleasures of· good living.·15 · 
Falstaff ts interest in food, sack, and t~e joys ~f the 
"' 
. . 
. . . ... ~- .. ·-·. ·-····· .. ·~ ""' .. --,~ .. .- .. 
sack he declaims that sack saves him fro~',bei~g a fool· and 
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~ ................. . 
.. .. Falstaff 1 s . char·acter, actions, and manner of exp~ess1on, 
as well as the situations in which he is depicted,relate him 
'..-_·:,, 
to the fooi. Of course, ~e is a more moving force in the 
~ 
·~· plays than a· fool \~ou.ld ·be. ~ But as both source and butt 
) ... 
:of foolery he is able, like the f·ool; to. ~idicttle s·ociety 
_·__;:.. ____ ~ _______ c1.nd. _ its ·conventions, h.i,.~self, and 1:he _ characters vvho ·sur-
--
·- . 
round him. · This is the business o.f ......... the Elizabetl)an -stage 
fool. 16 
. .. ~··· 
. t In characteristics and functions Falstaff resembles, 
,. also, two· types ·o.f fool that appeared early in· social and 
literary tradition. One is the buffoon. The other is the 
mock-king oi festival fool • 
• :Mo . 
.... 
The buffoon- first appeared in the society of ancient 
Greece, in which he was an absurd ne'er-do-well, \\Tho ref used 
--- -· .:\)<~I ••• 
... 
. . 
· to attain to the normal standard of human conduct. His 
. 
shameless manner shielded him from the embarrassment of 
awkward·situations and enabled him to make profit out of 
bis irrespon~bility. 17 
Falstaff, too,· ignor_es the conventional rules of human 
·conduct. · I-le drinks immoderately; he wencl1es, lies, and 
steals; h~ encourages a future king to be dissolute and 
irresponsible; and he espouses a doctrine. of riotous li-f e 




. . ' 
·the' liberti~s and pleasures he desires. 
_A nqtable example 
of Falstaff's success ~s his· obtaining.Hal's pro~ise of a 
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. . \ 
.. 
absurdly claiming that he· slew the prince's arch,-enemy, 
Hotspur (1 g. IV V_. iv .l49-162J •. 
. ·- - - -· - -- ---- ···-----··- -- --
The buffoon played a. large part in the social life of . 
.,. 
Renaissance Italy and was so popular that writers pre~ented 
/ 
him in stories and plays fot the simple people who delighted 
in seeing him. The Renaissance buffoon was an impudent man. 
. willing to make fun of ruler or prelate. His wit was appre~ 
ciated, and he was welcome at court. He became·recognized, 
as an actor because he to·ld /'obscene anecdotes," parodied 
~A -
·men of all professions ·and nations, imitated -living people, 
' . 
- - --- --··--~ ·---·--·--. .. . -- - anp. mocked and flouted the -most horiorable people with whom 
, 
he associated. He succeeded beca~se he gained the·favor 
of his associates. In his best success he lowered the 
b~rriers betiieen himself and his patrons, vvho temp·orarily 
- inhabited his wor.ld separate·from the ""orld of fact. 1 8 
· Falstaff is almost exactly the same. Prince Hal is. 
--·"""" 
his courtly patron a_nd joins him in a \\'Orld of p·lay, the -
·Boar~s-I-Iead Tav~rn, separate from the real world of national 
.. -.' policies and concerns, I-Ienry IV 1 s court. The prince is· not 
offended by Falstaff's effrontery· and coarseness. For 
63 
. J . 
., . 
-~ , - .: .:_._ .. :. ··-
exam p 1 e, Falstaff's imitation of King Henry IV is very 
. 
amusing to·Hal l!.!!·.!Y. II.iv.413-478), and Hal even bears 
,, 
good-naturedly the abusive remark~ about him that F~lstaff 
. makes to him and others '<,[ !!·!Y. II.-iv.254-380). . ..... -. . .... - . . ~·-' ~:--·· ·--'-:--·~ ---··· ·-~-·- .. -. .·~ .. ,, ..... ,.~;;;:; 
-·· •.. : r~ .. -
A very important )?~e-_ o!_!~':_ __ ~t.l!f o_on __ '?<:>_n_c~r~~ _ tpe 
...... , _.: _undignifie:d nature o_f the h~n body and its functions.19 





.. ·-·,-·. ~-··- '-' ._ ... _,, '' ,:., .. _, '~" '·-"""·-·._., ' .: ... -~ 
rJ, 
' 
. . ' 
··-; '-_. .. :..· .. -' .. 
. 
) ,__.__) . . ~ . 
;, . 
.·,··-·, 
. \ ... 
Faistaff debases the: image of _man by being obese because 
of gluttolly, by having an ,inordinate sensual appetite, by. 
. - - --· 
..... 
·--~ -. 'speaking and __ -~cting iewdiy' and by nlaking .. scurrilous re-
.•~- .~ i., . . . ""~., .. ' 
.. 
__ ... 
: """ . , 
marks about the phy\ical features of his associates .. · 
The traditional bu-ff oon gratified the commoners' \i.1ish 
..... _;. 
' to mock their superiors, fostered tl1e delusion of f ree~o111.:, 
' ,; 
and ridicule·d a·funda1nental element in man's sense~'of 
vanity. 20 No doubt, ~alstaf f did the sam~,- things for the 
,. 
,'Q ;· 
.. ...~ ...... ~_,,.. 
groundlings.who laughed and .cheered in the public theaters 'L-
' ' 
-.....,_,r- \ 




·· The· f"est·ival fool originated in the widespread ancient 
custom of s~bsti tuting -a mock-Icing for the real rule'r on 
specified days.· In pre-Christia11· .Rome ·a mock-king was 
chose,n from the· slaves to rule over th~ .(world durir.lg certain 
holidays, such as those in honor of Saturn. The practice 
survived the fall of Rome and continued in the Middle .. :fl 
. -
. 
. Ag.e~, despite the opposition of the Roman ·Ctttholic Church. 
-Actu~lly, some clerics had their own saturnalia on holydays 
.. 
when a :subdeacon would usurp the authori-ty of the- bishop 
l,.' 
or-pope and reign temporarily as the Bishop or.Pope of 
· Fools. 21 
' 
In the medieval mind the· fool- was .. the licensed critic-
,,r 











.. seculai:-_ cel_ebration of the· Feast .of .. Fools. - lt was~ uan J - . . "~ -... ' - ~- ... ,- " - . ---.--· -# :, '·· --· •• • ' ~ ••• ' -· ~ ·-
<>-
- --~·-·-·· ··--~·- ··-··-- -- .. ··--··-------·---~--. -~·---· ----~- -----
------------. - ·-----------·---
- . --·- --
~ 
annual inter~uption of the ordinary routine, marked by a .___ ___ :.________c______c---------
, temporary s~spensio:ri e>f law .and order,. and a temporary / 
'. .. l :. ""· 
:. 
r ., 
. ,·-,·--·---· -'·--~-------o..·--·--···-·-···-·--· ·-·-······-. - .. 
. ' .- •. - •· "-"---,.,...,, .... ,---...... ~,.,..-·_;• .;, ••.. ,.--··,-.--',"·,;·.,-~,' __ ,-,· :.-.c,._,, •.•. ·_- --
'(: 
"( 
- -· . --· -----·---·· -··-------~----··---·- - -··-· . . - - -··-- -.i--· 
. 
-- ·- -- p- ---
.'. ... . . .. .. - ~---. 
. . 
. , .. 
-··· . " .· ' . ' ;~ ..... . 
~-· 
. ' 
reversal of moral judgments. u 22 The annual celebration 
9 
f'lourished throughout .Europe during the fifteenth and . 
" 
,t. ----· ... ~. 
' I,n Elizabethan· England there were mock ce·re.monies of .. ~ 
lords of misrule on seasonal.· feasts, such as I-Iocktide, 
May Day, and Twelftrr Night. The celebrants engaged in 
- ... " . - . --~- - . - -. . . 
morris-da:rices, S\\Tord dances, wassailings, mo.ck coronations 
of lords of· misrule, mumruings, raasques, and assorted games, 
sport·s, and pageants, all in praise of festive liberty. 23 
. . 
Conco.mi tantly, the saturnalian pattern appeared in stage 
productions which celebrated folly, such as Nashe's Summer's 
............. _ --
' ' . 
Last Will and Testament, which presents holiday people and 
·pageant figures engaging in typical festival activities. 24 
. 
The Henry IV plays seem to be saturnalian comedy 
. fusing the traditions of t·he _clowning customary on the 
. . 
stage and the folly customary on ~lidays. 25 Falstaff 
functions in the plays in the same way the Lord of Misrule 
does ~n the holiday celebrations. The mock-ruler personifies 
the enjoyment of pleasure and holiday· release from everyday 
responsibjlities. He is permitted by the real rulers of 
society to reign for -the holiday. 26 Falstaff's uninhibited 
. conduct shows release from recognized r,espon~ib~lities, and 
Falstaff,,,, enjoys absolute freedom only as long as Hal permits 
him to. ' When Hal becomes king, h~ rejects Falstaff and thus· ~ 
informs him that his holiday freedom is.finished. 
', ~. . .. - --· •••'• .. - - _,_ .. ·-- ·- - ·---- .. -.. - ···-·. ;._ ··- . :.. ---- -·--,:...:..: . . .:.:.. . --... -- ·- -- -- -· . - ·-- - . . . ... 
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underscores the rever·sal of values tl1at is implied in the . ~ 
-
unrestricted pleasures of .the holiday. 27 Falstaff• s values . 
are the opposite of recognized values of society,. and 
Falstaff stresses the reversal of valu~s by trying tci 
persuade Hal t-0 give him permanent license (l, £!• .I.X. ·I. ii. 
. 
. \i' 
· · 25-70) and thus malte l1ol~day play displace eve;yday ser-
1·ousness~ · Fals·taff .f.~ils because Hal never .loses sight of 
.. 
the . real responsibili.ties h~ will assume when ·he becomes 
. king. In his first soliloq·uy, Hal says of Falstaff and 
his companions: 
··~ 
I know you a1·1, and will awhile. uphol~ 
The unyoked humour of your idleness:. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
If all the ye_ar were playing holidays, 
To sport would be as tedious as to work; 
But \'Jhen they seldom come,. they wish'd for""come, 
··:And nothing pleaseth but rare accidents. 
(1 H.IV I.iii.218-230) 
---
At his fat.her 1 s deathbed Hal defines the true meaning. 
of the crown he will inherit: 
~-, ... 
-~( any rebel or vain spirit .of-mine 
Did with the least af f·ection of a · welcome 
·66 
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And make me as the poorest vassal is ·. 
a 
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\ 
That doth·with awe and terror kneel-·to it! 
(2 H;IV IV.v.172-177) 
---
- , 
- -·Tlien-·Ha.1 ieassur-es his father that he recognizes the 
symbolic significance of the· crq:wn: 
ii ":-:I 
My graciou~ liege, ..... ' - . . . ,. -· ... ·-
·p 
' 
;~ .. ·~·, :• ~' 
You won it, wo·re it, kept it, .~~ve it me;__ .· ~-- ___ .------·-···-·---·---·- ____ -~ -···· . - . ···-- ..... - .. ________ ... __ ... ---- · .. -.. -: .. :-.·--··--···-· ·.·, ·- ...... '' ... -•-
.,, 
· .Then plain and right must my ,possession be:.· , .... ,,,.,,,.,.,, .. 1•".' ' ~ 
Wliich I with more tha~ with a c~1nmon pai~ 
.Ai._ . J • ~
•·Gains-t all the world will rightfu1lly ma1n)ain. 
· ,- (2 H. IV IV. v. 221-225) -· 
---
.. Finally, after Hal is crowned, he rejects Falstaff 
and declares. that ~the old fool's holiday i·s ended: 
How ill white hairs ·become a fool and. jeste,r I 
. I have long dream' d of such a kind of n1an, 
So surfei.t-··swell 1,q, so o~d and so profane; 
But·, being awake.d, I do despise my dream. 
. 
. I 
.................................... 0 •••••••••. 
Presume not that I am the thing I was; 
For God doth know, so shall the world perceive, 
.• 
. i 
' . j 
i j 
! 
-That I have turn'd away my former self; 
So will I those that kept me company. 
, ··- ···-·····- ~ ..... ~-.. --... ·-·-'-; ... , ....... -:-.... ·-~: ~~ .. :----- ···-····- .. ·-·r 
. 
. :• . 
-
. 


















king for the prince(.!.!!·.!! ~I.iv.;416ff.), is rejected by 
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("- . . . 
·, 
·/ 
·" Like the Lord.of Misrule, Falstaff temporarily celebrated, 
folly, discarded inh_ib~tions, _ and enjoyed relaxation and re--
- - . . \ 
·1ief from the routine occupations.o_f daily ~ife._ Thus,"Fal-
. 4 . 
staff* s func_tion in the plays· is similar to that of the long 
a11d \tidely recognized_ f estiv"al f oo~. He welcomes all who 
··enjoy his mirth and riot to release themselves temporarily 
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- . A close examination of Falstaff's broadly depicted 
' 
character indicates that Shakespeare imaginat~vely worke<i __ _ 
.• - --- ...•• ,., __ ...,_ ___ ............... --·· - - J' 
many sources and impressions into it. Falstaff's original 
...... 
. ~ame, rank of knight, false piety, roistering and companion-... 
ship with Prince~Hal are from Sir John Oldcastle pf legend 
a·nd The Famous Victories 2[· I:{enrr the Fifth. · A few o·f 
,.?! 
-... . 
Falstaff's ~ntics are from the same play, in which they are · 
"' 
perf or1ned by Dericke, the- most important comic. character. 
,-,-··· _, Falstaff's perf9rmance as an army captain summarizes 
realis.ti-cally all the .common- elements of actual Elizabethan 
army captains. Like them Falsta(_f disregards military 
obligations. He_ is a coward, an unscrupulous re6ruiter, a 
' 
shameless roisterer, and a· disho.nest opportunist. 
1 Falstaff's being a bragging but cowardly soldier makes 
him generally similar to the miles ~loriosu~, (although he is 
I 
far too clever and appealing to be definitely related to the 
traditional duped boaster. :-The· classical parasite, too, 
·J 
) 
-lacks the char·n1 and appeal o_f Falstaff but shares \"7i tp. him 
th;. intention to enjoy favors and privileges by.inf~~~ncing-




















-- a noble or well--to-do_ patron., - - . -~- .. • •• - - . , .•. ··!' .. i'- :. - _-_ ,. 
ill. 
Falstaff'~ fun·ction as a character evading all moral 
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rejects him in the end, relates him to the Vice, whose ' 
spirit survived the decline of the morality play. Pal-
staff Is unbridled conduct resembles, also, that of the 
.. ".:. 
· · traditional buffoon and _festival foot, _who appealed -to 
people by personifying release- from everyday responsibil-. 
ities. Finally, his power 1 to belittle conventional prin- · 
·.'10 
~ . . . 
.... . . . .. ---··- ···-~·-:-·--- . ' . : - ,_· . . .. 
ciPies of conduct by disregarding or ridiculing them is 
' ' 
akin tO that of the Elizabethan stage fool. 
How much Sl1akespeare consciously intended Falstaff to 
--
resemble the many type-s to which he has been ~e·la tecL-cannot, 
be determine·d. .. We know only that .Shakespea·re • s most l1ilari-
I 
ous and fascinating comic character is a great synthetic· 
stage personage who comprises many elements from a variety , 
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Footnates- .. ·, 
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,. 
- - -~· 
.Chapter l'"· 
. __ ;_ ~ .,.. 
__ : .-;, . -· :, . 
'' lt . . ~- '.. ·--, .. -·· ...... - , 
1Joseph Quincy Adams,!!_ Life of William Sh,a,Jcespeare 
(Boston, 1923), p. 228, writes: 
'-.-:~ 
· .....,: . 
.;. .. ,..., .. • --· -
The name [s'hakespear!7 gave to· Falstaff 
. 
was Sir John Oldcastle, taken over 
dire·ctly from The Famotis Victories. 
~==::, ""',: .,..., r 
There"·<, it had p~ovoked no conunent. 
But the extraordinary notoriety of 
the character as portrayed by Shake-
speare led to resentment on the part 
of Henry Brooke, Lord Cobham (espe- . 
. cially occasioned, it would seem, by 
the performance of the two· plays· at 
.;;, 
Court during the Christmas of 1597-8), 
who was a lineal descendant of Old-
cas,tle, the Lollard n1artyr o Lord 
Cobham made-complaint, piobably to 
/ 
~-~ . 
the lvlaster of the Revels, who was 
,,.I -
responsible.for licensed.~lays; or 
- < 
·-- possibly, to hi·s near neighbor, "the . 
-Lord'Chamberlain, who had general 
• ·a,,• 
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who was patron -of-the company acti.pg 
/ 
.the offending plays. i In order to avoid 
f.• 
giving f u;tl1er distr·ess to the Cobham'.:_~· 
family Shakespeare, reauily no doubt, 
... 
- . 
agreed t~ change th~ name of his comic 
hero. Casting about in his mind for a 
new name, he stumbled _upon Sir.John 
Fastolfe, who figur~d as a coward in 
! ~en~y VI, a play he was then engaged 
in refurbishing ••.• Shakespeare had done 
what he could to right a wholly unin-
tentional wrong against the Cobham 
family. Yet so indelibly.had the "old 
lad of the castle" stamped his name 
upon the minds of the public during 
the short interval preceding the birth 
of ''Falstaff" that it could not be 
easily effaced. For many years after- ~ 
\tards writers of the best intelligence 
,:.--:-'.:-;.:,_ . . ;
allude to. Falstaff as Oldcastle •••• 
' -· ., . 
···-t: 
• 
., : ,. -~ . 
J 
A. R. Humphreys, ed. The First Part of -~ng Henri ll (London, 
1960), p. xii, sugges~;s that Sir Henry Broolce's father, 
I 
Sir·· William Brooke, might have complained about Shaltespeare 1 s . 
,, \ 
... use of. the- n.ame Oldcastle. 
.:: . -·· .. -- .. ,. 
-· ·, ..... 
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3Quoted in Alfred Ainger, LeC:tu.res and E,ss,a1s (London, 
·1905), I, 121. 
4Ainger, I, 120. 
SA. ·1, 120 1nger, .·• 
... ~· . ,, 
/ 
· 
6 James Gairdner and James Speddirig, Studies in .EnglAsh ' 
Hi,tory (Edinburgh, 1881), p. 61. 
_,/~' / 
8Gairdner and Spedding, p. 62. 
-,( 1 
I. 
.. __ .;._·. 
9Ainger, I, 124. 
lOA. I 124 
.1nger, , '---·- • p:. . 
. 
11Ainger, I, 126, explains that there was no defense of ~ 
Oldcastle until Bale wrote., his life in 1544, claiming him g 
to be a martyr for the Protestant cause, and publishid in 
full the proceedings ·of Oldcast1e· 1·s examination and defense.-
Foxe incorporated this account into his great work, the 
. '· 
· ·· ·······. ~qfs ~~d ~~~t1,lll=~ts or Bo'~·k of Mar,txr.s. By then· the bad 
- .. ----·--:-,-•··;-.7-.•·.,.-=-~,-·•'="0!.,..,..;..--,...---=~::-·--~- ···----- - _- , - •i 
~ 
. 
: publicity had created a villain out of a few facts: a 
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. f 
.. 
.12t,i()Illas Euller, The ~i~tOfI. of the \'Worthies of ~g'7.apd 
__ (London, 1840;, p. 253, in Ainger, I, 130., 
lJ_~-Fuller,- Church· History of ·Britain (London, 1648),' in-~ rs 111 ~ -----------~ 
Ainger, I, 130. 
14rhe Famous Victories of H~~rI ! was entered in the 
.. 
' 
~tationer' ~ Register in 1-594 \see ~~G ~v •. Greg, ! B.i.bl,i?&r.aJ?_hy 
of the E,nil=i=~! .~JJ;==;n!~d ££!.~ 1~3 :~1~=e· !,e=~t9r0~!~<?!!,_ London, 
, 19~9, I., 243) 9 but it is generally assumed to have been 
written several years earlieX" (see, for example 9 CH.EL, 
- New York, 1933, V, 92, or E. K. Chambers, The Elizabethan 
f 
s.tas.e, Oxford,- 192~, -IV, 17). · 
15J. Dover Wilson, The Fortunes of Falstaff tNew York, 
1944), p. 20, states that practically all.of the chronic,).ers 
agree that King Henry V had been- wild in youth. I-I~wever,, 
Wilson and Rudolph Piehler, ''How Oldcastle Became Falstaff,'' 
~, XVI {1955), 23, see no indication of Oldcastle as 
highwayman in the chronicles or other historical evidence. 
The· Famous Victories is the earliest work we have that 




16A few critics believe that a lost play is the common 
__ ·-- Sf?urce 9f _path The Famous_ Victories _and Shakes,peare •s 
playse However ,~~kause we do no't have another play to 
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···•· ... .. 0 ,, <•,,of .. ~ I •• 
discussion. The th@ry is fully deve10ped ih A.·E.·Mo~gan, 





ciation __ .. ?~~hlet. (1924). , (f' 
· 
17 The paralle,ls drawn here are the re_sult ·of close com-
- . . 
. .. parison of the two authors' plays. Other commentators have 
'recorded the po1nts of similarity, however, arid ·cred.it ·fo·r 
leading us to the compar·i·son is due Bernar~d M. \'1ard, ''The 
i 
Famous Victories of !!,eD;r,r -y_: Its Place in .El.izabethan 
-
Dramatic Literature,'' RES, -IV (1928), 270-294. 
18citations from The Famous Victories in my text are to 
Joseph Quincy Adams, ed. Chief Pre-Shakespearean Dramas 
(Cambridge, Mass., c·1924). 
19Military practices and problems are ,Sliscussed in 
Chapter II. 
. . 
20craig, p. 720~ note to III.ii.29. 
. ~ . 
21 · Maurice Morgann, ~ E~say~2.!!_ the ~reatic Character of 
Sir J~hn Falstaff (London, 1820), p. 57. 
. 
·\ 
22F -d . k S B . Sh k d H. P d re er1c • _ oas, a espere an 1s re ecessors 
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{London, 192$,J, p. 273. 
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1some c~ritics -have tried, for one r.eason or anoth~r, 
\ ............... , 
.;..~_,,. 
to prove that Falst.aff .. -is not a coward. The ,most. famous 
" 
def ens,e of Falstaff i~ by the e'ighteenth century ~:!ic, ..... ·., 
r 
'"' • ,. \ 
·.,·Maurice Morgann, · who explains, for example, tl\Rt _Falstaff 1 s 
·" 
.,, 
. - - ... ~ - . ·-~ - . 
. ·.' ·-· ' 
· early acquaintance_ wit·h John of Gaunt -indicates he had 
" 
-much personal gallantry and accomplishment; tllat Falstaff 
must have been brave to lead his one· hµndr·ed fifty men 
. { 
right into the heart of battle; and that when Falstaff 
counterfeits death rather than duel Douglas, he is not 
-cowardly, but judicious. Rationalizations like these are 
. 
' 
not convincing, and there is obviously no need for exten-· 
sive rebuttals. ,,, See lvlorgarin, pp. 4'!ff. 
2· 
E. E~ Sto_ll, Sll.ake.spea.re. Studies (New York, 1942), 
pp. 403-490, is the outstanding proponent of this theory. 
' 3Rober} Wi~hington, "The Development of the 'Vice, ,II 
~ss,axs ~I! ~e~ry of_ Barrett Wendell (Cambridg~, 1''1ass., 
1926,.J, p. 155, and John W. Draper, ''Falstaff and the Plau-
. 




- ·- • -•-----·---•••--oo--- • - ··- --- -- -4E. :P. Vandiver, Jr., "The.Elizabethan Dramatic P~~;. 
site,''§!, XXXII (1935), 413. Daniel c. Boughner, "Tradi-
,· 
tional Elements in Fal~taff, 11 JE.GP, XLIII. (1944)._, 417-428, 
.1,.,,_ •. •. ' 
linlts Falstaff with, the br·aggatt soldier _of· Italian com-




. - . ·_..-------
II .. 
.. " . . 
_convincing evidence of Shakespeare's knowledge of the 
Italian p1~ys that depict --charaeters considered to be 
I - .. .. : : 
·-·-- ~\ · · ~alogo_us to Falstaff. 
·: .. -~ .·_. 
• ~ .. ii· 
... 






5see Stoll, pp. 42Sff., and Boughner, The· Braggart in . 
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w11son, p • . 83. 
7Bougluier, The Bragg~rt, pp. 55ff. 
8aoug~er, The Braggart, pp. 68, 79. 
9va~diver, ''Parasite,'' p. 415. 
10J. W. Fortescue,~ Historx. of ~he British Army, (London, 
ii 
1910), I, 125~ 
11Fortescue, Hi§torj, I, 108. 
l2Frederick s. Boas, "The Soldier in Elizabethan and 
Later English Drama," in Es.says-,£!. Divers Hands, ed. 
R. w. Chapman (London, 1942), p. 122. ~ 
13 
-- -Fortescue, H-istory-, I, ,, 109. 
~
4Lily B. Campbell,. Sha.~.espe,a,re 1.2, "HistorieS11--Mirrors 
·of Elizabetha!l Po.JJ..cy (San~~'larino, -Ca1if., -1947), 'P• 245. · 
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16A. L. Rowse, 1'he E:5Pansion 2.f Elizabethan Engl~~d 
·(London,· 1955), p.: 327. ,1· 
· ~
7Forit_~e, History, 1,. 134. -
18Forte.scue, H,i,story, I, 135 ... 
. ' . . . ,. 
. ... ,,- .,,.,.. 
19. . . 
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2
°Fortescue, Histort, I, 157~· 
. J I 
21 · \. 
Drap·er, .''Sir ·John Falstaff,'' p. 417. 
22Fortescue, Hi~torr, I, 139. 
23Rowse, p. 370. 
:,; 
24
Paul A. · Jorgenson, Shakes.12ea.re '.! Military_ World U.os . 
" Angeles, 1956), pp. 26, 70. Duff Cooper in Sergeant Shake-
speare_ (London, 1949) argues somewhat fancifully that · 




Hi st-OE!, I, 140. 
26 Jorgenson, World, p. 66. 
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_(Oxford, 1926), I, 122. -_ 
~ 31nraper, rrsir John Falstaff, 11 p. 416. 
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